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Our Town Awes Our School

Directed by Barbara Ridenour, Uni's fall
play was Our Town by Thornton Wilder.
The play was performed during the week
of his hundredth birthday, and Marilyn
Upah-Bant was appropriately standing
by with a cake to celebrate the occasion.
The touching play was about the lives
of two families at the turn of the century. Narrated by two stage managers
(Amanda Taub and Jeremy Hobson), it
tells of the life and death of the characters and a love story between Emily
(Helen Estabrook) and George (Jack
Monahan).

(t-b, 1-r): Emily and George (Helen and Jack) in their wedding scene. The cast celebrates
Thornton Wilder's JOOth birthday. Jeremy mimes making an ice cream soda. Emily, Virginia,
and Crystal take a bow. Beth is ready for her close-up. The cast gets notes from director
Barb Ridenour.

The Student Productions

This year, there were three studentwritten or student-adapted plays: The
Sundial, written and directed by freshman Nick Sansone; A House With a
Mezzanine: An Artist's Story by Anton
Chekov, adapted and directed by
Zhenya Tumanova; and The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe by C.S.
Lewis, adapted and directed by Jeremy
Hobson. The plays were very well-received by a sell out crowd both nights.
They were also featured in a "Spin
Off" article in The ChampaignUrbana News Gazette because they
were entirely student produced.
Directed by Barbara Ridenour, the
Spring Play this year was The Foreigner, a play by Larry Shue. It is about
a shy young Englishman who visits a
resort in Georgia and pretends to speak
no English. He understands all that is
being said including the evil plot of a
two-faced minister and his redneck
associate.
(t-b, l-r): The fou r childrenfrom The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe are very curious. Tali makes a fruit hat for "The Sundial." "Errol,
where on earth did you get that shirt?! " says senior Jaclyn Peek . The Witch, Amanda Taub, yells at Alex Mitchell. Oh my God! Look what the
Sundial did to Kelly's pants! Rob: Duuuhhh.. .
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Spirit Week
T his year, Spirit Week kicked off
with an assembly featuring the foulmouthed freshmen and the new dance
team. Student Council pumped up
school spirit with the usual music in
the halls, twin day, school and class
colors days, as well as new theme days,
such as pajama day and beach day.

Clockwise from above: Nichole and Art
salute Spirit Week; The MIB protect Uni High
lfrom the apathetic masses; The Bathing
Beauties of Uni High strut their stuff; Matt
and Dan are Stud Co. Twinkies; Imran
"Macho " Rashid; Will sunbathes in the
tropical climate of the 1st floor hallway.
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Agora Days
This year's Agora Days contained a
wide spectrum of new and traditional
classes. The aroma of the cooking
classes filled the hallways ofUni High,
while other students trekked to Kenney
Gym for swimming, handball and other
sports. Other highlights were Medieval
Combat, Return of the Brat Pack,
Radio Drama and Low-Fat Cooking.

Clockwise from above: Laura, Tara and
Andy are puzzled by polyominos; Matt loves
his saxxy tunes; Luke practices Hawaiian
Dancing; Karl studies a slide; Ben and
Liese[ make yummy chocolates; Charles aka
Martha Stewqrt; Sleep Science Homework.
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Subbie Retreat
This year the subbie retreat was as
fun as ever. According to the subbies
it was well organized, and as Tal
Kitron put
it, "everyone got to
know each
other and
bonded a
lot!" The
subbies
m a d e
h e m p
necklaces,
ice cream,
popcorn,
snow-cones, and cotton candy. There

I

were the high points -Noah Zych
falling in the lake, Connie losing her
retainer, as well as the usual events
like subbie
olympics
and
Big
Show. Best
said in the
words of
K a t i e
Smith, "It
was fun! !"
As you can
see, Joanna,
K a t e ,
Alexandra
and Natalie sure thought so!

Upper Left: Rachel Smith eats her cotton candy and
makes a bracelet all at the same time. Lower Left: Noah
Zych breaks it down at Lake of the Woods. Right:
Subbies are victorious in Tug Of War.
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Pat Morris, on the run from the fashion Police.

Dances ... Welcome to the age of Barbie Girl!
As usual, Uni High Dances were kickin'. This year began
with a newer genre of dj 's since the loss of Usama, Kolchinsky,
and Anand. Luckily we found Phil, Du~ne, Jeff, Grossman
and Zewde to replace them. With such varied tastes, Uni's
attic was filled with all sorts of music. We danced with Russians and Austrians during the Halloween and Turkey Trot
dances. "People really got down and boogied!" Peter Kim
exclaimed. "I danced my pants off!" said Megan.
clockwise from top left: all of us. Christine is SURE. Nell raises
the roof Connie says, "Like HI! I am SOOOO cute! " Ginny and
her posse. Zewde dances and d)'s. The original Subbie ChooChoo move. Go Kendra, Go Kendra!
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Clockwise from above:
junior Matt plays with the
computer in the library;
sophomore Melissa studies
in the hall; senior John
Fahrner demonstrates his
owl-like ability to turn his
head all the way around;
subbie Katie Smith listens to
cool music on her personal
heatset; senior Joseph tries
to help the earth by
recycling himself; junior
Jeremy cracks another joke
about "Shmarrubbaca ".
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Clockwise from left: senior Paul, as usual,
reading the Daily Illini; juniors Katie G. and
Sarada just love having free periods; senior Steve
dreams of Smashing Pumpkins; seniors Nils,
Kimball and freshman Ben Leff introduce
freshman Ian to a possible future employment
opportunity, garbage colletion.
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Clockwise from
right: senior Edwin,
as usual, skipping
class to call the
radio stations to win
more prizes!!; look,
can
spell
we
"UNI "!!; little do
sophomore Crystal
and senior Paul
know that they're
beautifully posed for
a picture; sophomore Ariel listens
to senior Emily sing
Metallica on the way
to a CC meet.

/

Clockwise from left; junior Dan
pretends to do Calc in the lounge so
when his parents see this book, they
will think he studies; seniors Ursula,
Jackie & other seniors are trap~ed in
English class; senior Peter Kim
watches foolishly as yearbook staff
make the Gargoyle look weak;
freshwoman Tara ("Sissy") shows us
the karate moves she uses on her
brother, Lian.
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Student Council Rocks the House

This year Student Council was kept busy with organizing and approving dances, new club proposals, and
attending leadership conferences. To get students involved and unified, they decided that all classes must have
a class service project. Faculty sponsors this year were Marilyn Upah-Bant and Rick Murphy. In the words of
Amara Lisy, "We have a lot of fun and work well together."
Pictures from Left to Right:
Student Council gets together to
pose for a picture; Freshman
Officers: Beth Slattery (Sec!
Treas), Ben Leff(VP), and
Eithan Ritz (President);
Executive Officers: Peter
Brokish (Parliamentarian), ling
Lu (SFAC Liason), Philippa
Soskin (Sec/Treas), Zewde
Demissie (VP ), Selin Song
(President); Sophomore
Officers: Melissa Wei (Sec!
Treas), Daniel Stichter (VP),
Celeste LeCompte (President)
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Subbies: Nicola Bunick (Prez),
Devin Kinney (Sec/Treas), Joe
Ciolli VP)

Juniors: Cyndra Lattimore
(Prez), Amara Lisy (VP)
Not pictured: Matt Wilhelm

Agora Days Committee
Going through endless numbers of outlines, setting up all of the course sponsors, and making sure
there are enough classes are just part of the many
responsibilities of Agora Days Committee. The
small committee meets whenever possible and is
sponsored by English teacher, Dr. Rosemary
Laughlin. Thanks to this committee, Agora Days
continues to be a successful four days of fun and
different classes as it has been in years past.

Clockwise (l-r) : Shwayta Kukreti, Rupi Sodhi, Rosemary Laughlin
(sponsor), Julie Kaufman and Jeremy Hobson.

SFAC
The Student Faculty Advisory Committee consists
of one representative from each class who is elected
during Student Council Elections. They meet every
Friday to discuss issues that affect both students and
teachers, and they make sure that this relationship is
running smoothly. If there are problems, they think
about possible solutions and then propose these solutions to Student Council for the final decision. The
sponsor of this group is A sistant Director, Ms. Linda
Morford.

Back ro w (l-r): Linda Morford, Jeff Helfrich, Adam Reynolds, Betsy
Braden; Front row: Ayesha Choudhury, ling Lu, Peter Fahrner.

Spirit Club
This year was the first year for Spirit Club, formed
by senior Molly Kaput and juniors Katie Schrepfer
and Rupi Sodhi. The goal of this club is to "get
people hyped for all events at Uni." They ordered
matching T-shirts and went to as many schoolsponsored events to cheer and show support. Their
faculty sponsor was Shelley Roberts.
Back row (l-r): Jarrett Spiro, Kendra Cord, Nils
Christianson, Audrey Miller, Helen Estabrook, Adam
Reynolds; Middle row: Doug Main, Kate Murphy, Katie
Schrepfer, Rupi Sodhi, Molly Kaput, Sanaz Mobasseri;
Front row: Andrea Goodall, Alexandra Zodhiates, lie
Wang, Devin Kinney, Molly Lewis.
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Gargoyle
Below: Amy Chew interviews eye-witnesses in
the Officer Smoot's Case ofThe Missing Books.

The new editors, Peter Kim, Christine Manganaro, and Amy Chew,
continued the award-winning tradition begun last year. The Gargoyle
took on a whole new look--color. Some issues featured a full color
front, back and centerfold, while the others were limited to two colors.
The editors took a trip in early November to St. Louis to cash in on
last years newspaper's National Scholastic Press Association award.
The Gargoyle was nominated as one of the top newspapers in the country. Way to go Gargoyle!
Back row: (l-r) Puja Bavda, Sammy Sohn, Phil Rowell, Paul Nelson, Rob Mills,
Nate Mathews, Advisor Dave Porreca. Front Row: Amanda Ochs, Nell Burger,
Cyndra Lattimore, Audrey Miller, Jeremy Hobson, and Imran Rashid.

Right: (l-r) Peter Kim and Sammy Sohn put together an
issue of the award winning paper while Sara looks on.
Above: Christine Manganaro works on the Gargoyle.
Middle left: Dave Porreca licks envelopes for the "showoff" copies of the Gargoyle he sends to other area schools.
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Yearbook
With the departure of long time leader Mike Smeltzer, the baton was
passed to basketball coach and Radio-Television teacher Joel Beesley.
He and the yearbook editors, Megan Murphy, Jill Fleischer, and Katy
Love, sculpted Uni High's yearbook into a masterpeice of computer technology. Of course, they had a lot of help from the 20 yearbook class
members. Enjoy.

Bt?low: Saint Becca takes names for who
will enter the kingdom of photography.

Back row: (l-r) Advisor Joel Beesley, Dave Thomas, George Weisiger, Editors: Megan
Murphy, Jill Fleischer, and Katy Love, Nick Pelafas, Scott Strand, and Matt Wilhelm.
Middle row: Colin Kennedy, Jason Kimball, Nils Christianson, Christine Keller, and
Christine Hsieh. Front row: Gumbi Tipei, Celeste LeCompte, Helen Estabrook, Jeremy
Hobson, Becca Tabb, Katie Sutton, Molly Kaput, and Sri Jampala.

Above: Kimball wonders why www.mtv.com 's server is down.
Left: The yearbook class sorts through student's reject
portraits. Middle Right: Editors Jill Fleischer, Megan
Murphy, and Katy Love are joyous because the yearbook is
finally done!
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Elections Committee
Elections Committee worked hard this year to
make sure the elections ran smoothly. Shwayta
Kukreti and Patricia Morris dedicated several
hours to counting votes for student elections.
Although they wished they could have had more
help, luckily, they pulled it off leaving any student offices empty.
Shwayta Kukreti and Patricia Morris, sole goddesses of the Uni High
elections committee.

Exploravision
Following the fantastic outcome of last year's
Exploravision teams, four teams signed up to
participate in the series of scientific competitions.
The first round of the competition included intensive research to develop a new technology.
The teams then had to write an essay and present
ten story boards for a five minute video, which
was a requirement for the second round of competition.

Back row: (l-r) Joseph Smarr, Pedro Derose, A}it Chary, Edwin Ramos.
Middle row: Chris Lamb, John Fahrner, Jason Bant. Front row: Kim
Ly, Zeynab Moradi, Anna Sczaniecka, and Mara Bandy.

Art Club
This art-loving group made an attempt to
bring the beauty of art to the uncultured
masses of Uni High. The club met weekly
and worked in the art room with sponsor
Lisa Evans. Among other activities, the club
sponsored art shows at student plays and
art sales at lunchtime and other school
activites, such as open house.

(l-r): Lisa Evans, Anna Shanks, Shawn Simpson, Ella Rotman, Virginia
McCreary, Karl Gruschow, Michael Baym, Alex Mitchell, and Laura Sweet.
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Football Club
Led by the ferocious Hormozd Gahvari, affectionately known as 'Mozd', and his faithful sidekick Charles Terry, football club met
for weekly scrimmages across the street on
the Uni Field. For the flrst time ever, the team
also included females. Football Club is now
recruiting, so if interested, contact Hormozd.
(l-r): Elliot Ramos, Art Kolchinsky, Thomas Bailey, Matt Harrington, David
Jacobson, Jack Monahan, Jason Kimball, Tyson Masar, David Thomas, Adam
Reynolds, Alex Hobson, and Hormozd Gahvari (front row with the football).

Irish Club
After a 6 year absence, Irish Club was revived
by Sophomore Jack Monahan, who said the club
would bring more awareness of Irish culture to
the school, especially through the music of the
ever-popular U2. The club discussed traditional
Irish culture on a weekly basis and provided Tshirts for their dedicated members.

Back row: (l-r) Alex Tarr, Scott Strand, Jack Monahan, Thomas Bailey, Matt
Harrington, David Jacobson, Marc Alexander, Charles Terry, Alex Thaler,
John Garvey. Front row: Katherine Lamb, Carl Broadbent, Art Kolchinsky,
Ben Leff, Nick Pelafas, Noah Zych, and Ty Overstreet.

Music Club

Back Row: (l-r) Will Preece, Matt Croisant. 4th row: Rebecca Bartlett, Steve
Severinghaus, Chris Hutchens, David Sims. 3rd row: Ruth Miller, LeilaAgha, Jocelyn
Ross, Stephanie Crofts, Nichole VanKim. 2nd row: Jimmy Prell, Katie Geesman, Anu
Paruchuri, Chris Otto. Front row: Crystal Chiang, Michaela Tarr, Amy Chew, and
Cynthia Chiang. (not pictured: Brian Lung)

Music Club was led by Cynthia Chiang,
Amy Chew, and sponsor Rick Murphy.
They kicked off their year with more great
recitals and began working towards their
goal of a grand piano for the school. The
first fundraiser was the nine hour long presentation of the repetitive "Vexations" by
Eric Satie, a thirty second piece, played
840 times by flve of Music Club's members. Among other fundraisers, they also
presented cultural and modem music festivals to bring the sounds of U ni' s cultures
to its hallways.
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Chess Team
This year's chess team had two coaches, Gene Bild
(who replaced veteran coach Chris Butler after his
eighteen years of service to the chess team) and Uni
alum Alex Krasavin. The team meet twice a week
on Mondays and Tuesdays during lunch to practice
playing chess and prepare for upcoming chess
meets. Chess team had a large number of members
this year and many new subfreshmen and freshmen
joined the club. The team was very excited to kick
off the year and hoped to have another winning season.

Back row: (l-r) Kendall Chuang, Anna Sczaniecka, Mara Bandy,
Daniel Weissman, Eithan Ritz, Alex Krasavin; Front row: John
Zech, Anna Chen, Vilas Dhar, Marc Alexander, Virgina McCreary,
and Carl Broadbent.

S4BW
Students For a Better World (S4BW) was back again
this year, trying their be t to save the planet. They ·
kept busy with the International Ghana Project,
sending food, money, and supplies to Ghana. They
also held a Food for Families drive, volunteered at
the Crisis Nursery, and helped out at the Men's
Emergency center. Ursula and Selin were the copresidents of this year's band of superheroes and
Audrey Wells was their sponsor.
(t-b, l-r): Jason Bant, John Fahrner, Nick Pelafas, Martin Ceperley, Imran Rashid,
Suzie Franki, Vivian Rajeswaren, Emily Brothers, Laura Koritz, Beth Slattery,
Anna Skorupa, Rachel Walsh, Rebecca Kunkel, Christine Manganaro, Jennifer
Iversen, Crystal Zych, Betsy Braden, Selin Song, Ursula Wagner, Allison Beck,
Meredith Main, Janaki Patel, Meera Sekar, Ayesha Choudhury, Laila Saied,
Shwayta Kukreti, Audrey Wells, Claire Wegel, Phillipa Soskin, Julie Kaufman,
Fanzi Mao, Melissa Wei, Sri Jampala.

Thespian Society
The Thespian troupe met again this year with advisor Barbara Ridenour in the North Attic. The group
worked on choosing student written plays for the
1997 Student Production and hosted Amateur Night
in October to help raise money for the group. Amateur night featured both theatrical and musical acts
and was hosted by Helen Estabrook and Jeremy
Hobson. Ursula Wagner served as president for the
society.
Back row: (l-r) Jason Bant, Karl Gruschow. Front Row: Mrs.
Ridenour, Jeremy Hobson, David Smyth, Jason Bant, Ursula
Wagner, Helen Estabrook.

TAC
TAC (Teen Awamess Committee) met every week
this year to discuss "current teen social pressures
and challenges." Club members attended many
special conferences, and have hosted speakers such
as former Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders. They
also taught an Agora Days class on Social Issues.
This year TAC was led by Peter Kim and their
faculty sponsor Dean Davis-Smith.
Back row: (l-r) Helen Estabrook, Jill Fleischer, Philippa Soskin,
Nils Christianson, Chris Chen, Daniel Grossman. Middle row: Becky
Mayor-Bernet, Katie Sutton, Nichole Wleklinski, Zewde Demissie,
Rupi Sodhi, Cyndra Lattimore, Peter Kim, Audrey Miller; Front
row: Edwin Ramos.

Subbie Buddies
The Subbie Buddies met again this year with advisors and subbies alike to help the new class adjust
to life at U ni High. They started the year by accompanying the subfreshman class to Lake of the Woods
for the annual subbie retreat. They continued to meet
every other week to advise the subfreshmen, and
meeting on off days in planning committees. Katie
Sutton and Suzi Franki also headed the steering
commitee with Dr. Roberts and made longer term,
overall plans for the program.

Back row: (l-r) Shelley Roberts, Jason Rant, Matt Walczewski, Gabe
Mathy, John Fahrner, Katie Schrepfer, Daniel Grossman, Jill Fleischer,
Dean Davis-Smith, Laila Saied; Middle Row: Sri Jampala, Suzie Franki,
Katie Sutton, Becky Mayor-Bernet, ling Liu, Chris Chen, Shwayta
Kukreti; Front Row: Philippa Soskin, Katy Love, Rupi Sodhi, Helen
Estabrook, Audrey Wells.

Lounge Committee
Lounge commitee reconvened this year with Peter Kim
serving as the group's president and Chris Butler as their
advisor. Goals of the committee for the year were: to keep
the lounge clean during the year and build up a treasury to
eventually buy new furniture and a new stereo for the
University High School Student Lounge.

Back row: (l-r) Jeff Helfrich, Peter Kim. Front Row: Peter
Brokish, Christine Hsieh, Matt Walczewski. Not pictured:
Christine Manganaro.

Madrigals
Madrigals had 18 members this year and
met weekly on Thursday evenings to
practice. They performed for many parties and functions during the holiday
months while wearing their Old English
costumes. Continuing the tradition, the
Madrigals led the students with candles
through the darkened hallways of Uni
to kick off the Winter Break Party. The
Madrigals also sang the National Anthem for a few volleyball and basketball games during the year.
(t-b, l- r): Reed Martin, David Smyth, Christine Manganaro, Philippa Soskin,
Megan Murphy, Steve Severinghaus, David Sims, Matt Croisant, Dan Grossman,
Ajit Chary, Jennifer Chen, Rebecca Bartlett, Katie Geeseman, Sara Medendorp,
and Crystal Yates-White.

Chorus
This year chorus was split into two
classes, 2nd and 8th periods. While 8th
period consisted of 51 students, 2nd
period consisted solely of 12 seniors.
Chorus performed in the Winter and
Spring concerts. They sang a variety of
pieces from Handel's "Hallejuhah,
Amen" to more jovial songs such as
"Sandman." In February, the chorus
went on an overnight trip to Chicago to
sing with another school.

Jazz Band
The Jazz program at Uni was joined
by quite a few new faces this year.
Jazz Band courses emphasized building jazz vocabulary and improvisational skills. With the large numbers
of skilled subbies, Jazz Band has
many promising years ahead. Jazz
Band consisted of two groups, Jazz
Band 1 and Jazz Band 2, and played
themselves away this year. Jazz
Band 1 consisted of the older and
more advanced players while Jazz
Band 2 focused on having lots of fun.
Jazz Band is thought about going on
a fall and spring trip this year. Jazz
Band played a variety of tunes ranging from the likes of Duke Ellington
to other Jazz Legends.

Orchestra
This year orchestra astounded 8th hour classes with their rousing renditions of "Stars and
Stripes Forever", "Night on Bald Mountain", and "Hoe-down from Rodeo." With fresh young
talent and enthusiasm, the orchestra is destined for greatness, but will miss leading seniors
Matt Walczewski, Eric Hsieh, Christine Hsieh, Will Preece, and George Weisiger.
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French Club
Le Club de Francais had a very active year.
They were led by Shwayta Kukreti (Pres),
Katy Love (V-P), and Ariel Zodhiates (Sec/
Tres). The sponsors were Mr. Garvey and
Madame Lopez. In meetings, they played
Scrabble, Trivia games and "Touts Mes
Amis." They also sponsored a formal French
Dinner. To raise money to travel to an exotic
French island for Winter Break ' 98, the
French Club held croissant sales twice a
month and bake-sales every now and then.
They made crepes in the kitchen and had
"dinner and a movie" during various
weekends throughout the year. They also
designed at-shirt with the logo: "We're Full
of Crepe" for the club.

(t-b, 1-r): Alex Tarr, Megan Murphy, Martin Ceperley, Sarah Pepin, Peter Kim,
Nichole Wleklinski, Nick Pelafas, l ing Lu, Daniel Grossman, Zhubin Gahvari, Laura
Sweet, Ariel Zodhiates, Chris Chen, Ella Rotman, Natalie Ceperley, Joe Sapp, lmran
Rashid, Katy Love, Jennifer Iversen, Kim Ly, Hanan Jassim, Laila Saied, Roaa AlHeeti, Claire Wegel, Shwayta Kukreti, Meera Sekar, Gillian Bregman, Tara Alan.

German Club
Despite its small numbers, German Club still was active
at Uni. They were led by President Julie Kaufman, Vice
President Emily Brothers, and Secretary/Treasurer Katie
Sutton. The sponsor was once again Herr W. This year
German Club continued to sell Black Forest Cake, which
made hungry mouths happy. They helped to host a group
of 23 Austrian students in October and they also went to
Bayern Stube in Gibson City, which is an authentic German restaurant. Last summer, several members of German Club traveled to Germany and Au tria to enhance their
vocabulary and knowledge of German culture.
Clockwise: Julie Kaufman, Ursula Wagner, Emily Brothers,
Katie Sutton, David Thomas.

Latin Club
Under the leadership of co-consuls (Presidents) Edwin Ramos and Cynthia Chiang,
Quaestor (Secretary) Rupi Sodhi, andAedile
(Game Chair) Kate Techtow, Latin Club had
a prosperous year. Along with their annual
sponsor of Frances Newman, Latin Club also
had John Houlihan as a sponsor. The club
hosted its annual chariot races, had bakesales,
and big food sales to raise money for their
trip to Rome next year. Once a month, they
also had a professor from the University of
Illinois department of Classics (Classical
Languages) come and speak.
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(t-b, 1-r): Hormozd Gahvari, Elliot Ramos, Bryan Lung, Anu Paruchuri, Dan Grinols,
Rebekah Kunkel, John Houlihan, Frances Newman, Amy Chew, Ami Choi, Crystal
Zych, Rupi Sodhi, Kate Techtow, Janeki Patel, Ayesha Choudhury, Cynthia Chiang,
Eric LeSueur, Justin Lee, John Zech, Crystal Chiang, Nicole VanKim.

Spanish Club

(l-r) : Rebecca Bartlett, Natalie Ceperley, Ajit Chary, Nick Pelafas, Katy Love, Sara
Medendorp, Audrey Miller, Kendra Cord, Edwin Ramos, Robin Ragan.

With only two returning members from last
year, Spanish club attracted hundreds of new
people, including new sponsor Robin Ragan.
This enthusiastic group was led by Katy Love
(Pres), Kendra Cord (V-P), Natalie Ceperley
(Sec), and Audrey Miller (Tres). The club
raised money to save the rainforest by making money from a taco lunch, a churro breakfast, a Spanish dinner, and a Salsa dance. El
Club also traveled to Chicago for cultural
events and went to Mexican restaurants. They
attended Salsa classes and drum sessions held
at the University and sold rainforest t-shirts.
They were also working for a trip to Spain.

Russian Club
This year, Russian Club had huge numbers and was
required to hold meetings on Monday and Friday to
accomodate all members. There were five officer ,
Rebecca Bartlett (Pres), Pari Zutshi and Philippa
Soskin (V-P), Helen Estabrook and Jaclyn Peek (Sec/
Tre ). The club continued Friday doughnut ales and
Masha was again the sponsor. They hosted Russian
students in November and went on a trip to Russia at
the end of March. They also visited the Russian section of Chicago. Members enhanced their understanding of Russian culture through various speakers and
performers who visited the club throughout the year.

(t-b, l-r): Andrew Sefranek, Pari Zutshi, Philippa Soskin, Matt Croisant,
Bea Burton, Sam Schnuer, Karl Gruschow, Amanda Taub, Becky MayorBernet, Rebecca Bartlett, Beth Slattery, Oksana Maksymchuk, Morgan
Reeder, Jaclyn Peek, Ursula Wagner, Rebecca Tabb.

Japan Club

(t-b, l-r): Matt Walczewski, Jason Bant, John Fahrner, Joseph Smarr, Pedro
DeRose, Ryan Stoia, Will Preece, Mr. Thompson, Molly Kaput, Selin Song, Balint
Bognar, Virginia McCreary, Christine Manganaro, Lian Alan, Errol Packard,
Sarada Uppuluri, Katie Geeseman, Kendall Chuang, Patrick Morales-Dayle,
Naresh Jegadeesh, Vilas Dhar, Nick Sansone.

UN IV

This year Japan Club had many members.
They were led by President Will Preece,
Vice President Ryan Stoia and Secretary/
Treasurer Errol Packard. Their sponsors
were Chris Thompson and Hiroko Ito. The
club watched Japanese movies and explored Japanese culture through a variety
of speakers and lectures given throughout
the year. They continued to do their Japanese food sales. The Japanese classes
planned to go on a trip to Japan over the
summer.
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Student World Action
Team
Led by sponsor Pat Morris and a rotating group
of leaders, so that no one would feel left out,
S.W.A.T. met Thursdays at lunch to eat, drink
and discuss their latest fundraiser. Some of
these fundraisers included pizza sales, Astrology Day at the Halloween dance, hemp jewlery
sales and candy gram sales. S.W.A.T. also
adopted part of the rain forest.
Back row (1-r): Pat Morris, Anu Paruchuri, Janaki Patel, Meera Sekar, Laila Saied, Tara
Alan, Carol Baym, Nick Sansone, Katherine Lamb; Middle row: Ayesha Choudhury,
Rebekah Kunkel, Fanzi Mao; Front row: Stephanie Crofts, Ruth Miller, Lelia Agha,
Ma 'ayan Bresler, Melissa Hines, Toby Levin; Seated row: Ligia DeRose, Chris Otto,
Ethan Chew.

African-American
Club
The purpose of the African-American Awareness
Club is to increase knowledge about AfricanAmerican heritage and status. The meetings are
also a safe place to talk about racial issues. The
club is currently led by Zewde Demissie, president, and Cyndra Lattimore, vice-president.
Dean Davis-Smith is the sponsor. The club's
main project is the Ebony Ball, a formal dance
put on by the local African-American Clubs.
(l-r) : Melissa Hines, Matt Harrington, Zewde Demissie, Phil Rowell, Cyndra
Lattimore, Kyle Harrington, Dean Davis-Smith.

AsianAmerican Club
This year, Asian-American Club put
an emphasis on cultural experiences, Asian awareness and bonding between Club members. With
the very dedicated officers, President Christine Hsieh, Vice President
Ajit Chary and Secretary/Treasurer
Eric Hsieh, the club planned many
activities, including food sales, attended concerts performed by
Asians , and planned trips to see
Asian art displays and a talent show.
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Back row (l- r): Eric Hsieh, Brian Chou, Chris Chen, Suman Dasgupta, Jim Thomas, Sammy
Sohn, Christine Hsieh, Ajit Chary; Front row: Ami Choi, Bryan Lung, Jennifer Chen, Sarada
Uppulu ri, Cynthia Chang, Sri Jampala, Shwayta Kukreti.

Uni Multi-Ethnic
Club
Led by student leaders Zhenya Tumanova and
Shwayta Kukreti, Presidents, Alex Sapoznik, Secretary, and Sri Jampala, Treasurer, UMEC met Fridays at lunch to expose Uni students to other cultures through presentations and outside speakers.
They went to see a production of the ballet,
Mowgli, at Krannert. They put on aUni Fair again
this year, with a potluck dinner of ethnic dishes
and presentations on other cultures.
(t-b, l-r): Andrew Sefranek, Ursula Wagner, Alex Sapoznik, Adrienne Shapiro, Sri
Jampala, Pari Zutshi;Steve Severinghaus, Rob Broadbent, Allison Beck; Melissa Wei,
Celeste LeCompte, Vivian Rajeswaren, Thomas Aref, Paul Nelson, Julie Kaufman,
Puja Bavda; Tory Depew, Zhenya Tumanova, Karl Gruschow, Shwayta Kukreti.

Campus eXploration
· With officers Suzie Franki and Jill Fleischer, this firstyear club explored the various activities and jobs our campus has to offer. The purpose of the club was to tour University of Illinois departments and receive job presentations, and to get information about University employment opportunities. One of these tours included a trip to
the Hydrosystems Lab. Also, they invited a guest speaker
from the Law School to talk to them.
(l-r): Nils Christianson, Suzie Franki, Jill Fleischer, Lisa
Micele, Chris Lamb, Jarrett Spiro.

Drama Club

Back row (l-r): Beth Slattery, Jeremy Hobson, Amanda Taub, Barbara
Ridenour; Front row: Nick Sansone, Trent Sherman, Melinda Taub, Tory
Depew and Crystal Zych.

Drama Club is a new club founded this year by
Jeremy Hobson and Amanda Taub, for people
who are interested in Drama, but are not yet
Thespians. Sponsored by Barbara Ridenour, the
Drama Club played improv games and read short
plays at meetings and also performed scenes
from "Show Boat", in Student Productions. They
took a club trip to Chicago to see the improv
group, "Second City" perform. The officers include: Jeremy Hobson and Amanda Taub, Prime
Ministers; Beth Slattery, Ambassador to the
General Public and Melinda Taub, Lord Chancellor to their Majesty 's Purse.
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The Madrigals
Take Manhattan
The Madrigals departed last
June for New York in the loving care of Rick. Murphy and
Marilyn Upah-Bant. When they
weren't singing on street corners and in the subways, they
were touring the CBS Studio,
spending an afternoon in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
attending three Broadway
shows, and seeing other sites
such as the Statue of Liberty.
Also, the madrigals attended a
party for New York Uni Alumni
organized by Mrs. Upah-Bant
where they got to mingle with
the man who wrote the Kit Kat
jingle. They stayed in a hotel
overlooking Central Park, and
one night enjoyed sparkling cider on the roof of the penthouse.

(Above): The Group, (l-r) Selin Song, Jaclyn Peek, Crystal Yates-White, David Smyth, Anand
Sawarte, Ajit Chary, Zach Hensley, Brandon Bowersox, Matt Thomas, Katie Geeseman,
Carolyn Leap, Megan Murphy, Amy Coombe, and Erin Trauth.

French Club Invades Montreal

above left: Canadian wannabe's Nichole, Phil, Katy, Art,
Nick and Joe show their SaintJean Baptiste "tattoos"; above
right: students at the SaintJean Baptiste parade Kavi,
Zewde, Alex, Laila, Sarah,
Chris, Peter, Jennifer and
Christine, just before Peter
Kim got lost and was spotted
on national television.
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Students in French set out to Montreal to stay in dorms at McGill University during
their ten day stay. The group took day trips to Quebec City, the Biodome, exotic
gardens, an insect museum, beautiful parks, an amusement park, the trendy Latin
Quarter, a Saint Jean-Baptiste parade and even went whitewater rafting. At night,
they dined in fancy restaurants, saw the international firework competition, shopped
in the Underground Malls, danced at the Montreal Jazz Festival, went to drum
circles (Tam Tam Jam) and even went Salsa dancing. Several French Canadians
became friends with this lucky group, including one raver, Jean John Fairchild.
Students on the trip were Kavi Goel, Phil Rowell, Mr. Sweet, Kim Ly, Laura
Sweet, Nichole Wleklinski, Nick Pelafas, Katy Love, Joe Sapp, Art Kolchinsky,
Laila Saied, Alex Tarr, Mrs. Saied, Mrs. Lopez, Christine Hsieh, Jennifer Iversen,
Peter Kim, Suzie Franki, Sarah Igl, Zewede Demissie, and Hannan Jassim.

Latin Class
Explores
Rome
Over Agora Days of
1997, Latin Classes
traveled to Rome.
Students who participated on the trip
were
Hormozd
Gahvari, Kirsten
Melby-Thompson,
Puja Bavda, Edwin
Ramos, Amy Chew,
Dan Finnerty, Rupi
Sodhi, Brian Chou,
Chris Hutchens, Thomas Aref, Ami Choi
and chaperones Ms. Gahvari and Ms. Newman. Their favorite place seemed to be the Cathedral of Saint Peter
Lateran with its colo al statue of twelve apostles. Other highlights were when a pigeon "dropped a bomb" on
Hormozd, "the massage incident" or the massive $400 shopping spree that Puja engaged in. The kids got plenty
of exercise walking to museums and ruins and tried a variety of "gelatti" or ice cream. They also saw Don
Quixote by Cervantes, traveled to Florence and visited the Roman Forum.

German Class Travels to Gemany
In June of 1997, 21 German students went to Germany
and Austria with Herr W and Phil Grathoff for two
weeks. They stayed with families for one week in
Quickborn, a suburb of Hamburg, for exposure to
German culture. During this time, the group learned
how to sail a 600 year old boat on the Baltic. While in
Berlin, the group saw parts of the Berlin Wall and the
historic Brandenburg Gate. In Munich, the group traveled to a Concentration camp and also to the city of
Beer. The highlight of the trip was when Peter Brokish
and Scott both got lost together and got girlfriends.
Students on the trip were: Scott Strand, Rob Mills,
Peter Brokish, Daniel Stichter, Rob Broadbent, Julie
Kaufman, Meredith Main, Emily Wisseman, Corrie
Williams, Anna Sczaniecka, Katie
Sutton, Amara Lisy, Sara Medendorp,
Matt Wilhelm, Jarrett Spiro, Colin
Kennedy, Nils Christianson, Dave Thomas, Karl Gruschow, Chris Lamb, and
Julianne Kuck.,
(Above left) Scott amd German
sweetheart Lina play smackey mouth;
(left) Julie, Katie, Merideth, Cori &
Anna are happy to be in Germany!
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Math Team
Math team met weekly in grade level sections,
Subfreshman to Senior, to practice math problems and techniques, ranging from algebra to
geometry to precalculus. They participated in
several math competitions and contests, including the ASHME, AIME, Math Counts,
and the ICTM contest at Parkland. The
upperclass students also participated in the
JETS competition. "This just proves that math
really can come in handy! " says one of Math
Teams participants.

Back row (1-r): Carol Castellon, Linda Hermann, Mara Bandy, Anna Sczaniecka,
Gene Bild, Sammy Sohn, Adrienne Shapiro, Chris Hutchens, Gabe Mathy, Thomas
Bailey, Laila Saied, Liz Jockusch, Rebekah Kunkle, Virginia McCreary; Middle row
(1-r): Amy Chew, Kim Ly, Jennifer Iversen, Puja Bavda, Rupi Sodhi, l ing Lu, Daniel
Morales- Dayle, Daniel Shapiro, Ayesha Choudhury, Janaki Patel, Shwayta Kukreti;
Front row(l-r): Kendall Chuang, Vilas Dhar, Katie Sutton, Natalie Ceperley, Ben
Leff, Zhubin Gahvari, Edwin Ramos, Jennifer Chen, Julianne Kuck.

Dance Squad

Back row (l- r): Nichole Wleklinski, l ing Lu, Kendra Cord; Middle row (1-r): Kate
Techtow, Rupi Sodhi; Front row (l-r): Ana Jacala, Katie Sutton. Not Pictured: Zewde
Demissie.

Started this year by co-founders Rupi Sodhi and
Zewde Demissie, and sponsor Marilyn Upah- 1
Bant, the frrst Uni Dance Squad performed dance \
to music such as 'Men in Black', 'This is How I
We Do It' and 'Jock Jams.' The Dance Squad j
performed at the opening assembly and during
several home boys' basketball games. Although
this year's dance squad was a small team consisting of only eight dancers, they still were able
to pep up the crowd, and provide between game
entertainment.

PCC
The PCCs this year worked hard to counsel juniors
about college planning. They continued providing
stall vocabulary, helping juniors improve their SAT
and ACT verbal scores, as well as organizing a field
trip for juniors and seniors to a college fair at Navy
Pier. The PCCs also helped the transition from the
old counseling annex to the new Student Resource
Room, now located in the main counseling office.
The new room offers a variety of college planning
books, a computer with access to the web, and is
staffed during every period by a PCC.
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Back row(l-r): Christine Keller, Zewde Demissie, Christine Hsieh, Lisa Micele
(adviso r); Front row (l-r): Megan Murphy, Shwayta Kukreti, Rob Broadbent,
Matt Walczewski.

Unique
Unique had another successful year
and published a great literary magazine for the school. They achieved
their longtime goal of publishing a
mid-year supplement in the Gargoyle
containing "the cream of the crop,"
and again had a color cover. Membership increased because Unique
began to meet on the first floor instead of the attic. Students met every
Tuesday and graded poems, stories,
and art work submitted by students
from all grade levels. Meetings were
organized by editors Amanda Ochs
and Julie Kaufman, assistant editors
Celeste LeCompte and Sri Jamp ala,
and sponsor Mr. Zodhiates.

Root Beer Club

Back row: (l-r) Andrew Sefranek, Peter Ambrose, Daniel Grossman; Front row:
Lian Alan, James Thomas, Jeff Helfrich, Audrey Miller and Luke Walczewski. Not
Pictured: Peter Brokish, Hormozd Gahvari, Mr. Garvey (sponsor), Paul Herendeen,
Nate Mathews, Imran Rashid, Adam Reynolds, Alex Tarr, and Matt Wilhelm.

During its first year as a club at Uni,
Root Beer Club relaxed during lunch
while they sampled many different
types of root beer. They also brewed
their own root beer during lunch from
root beer extract. Led by president
Jeff Helfrich, secretary/treasurer Andrew Sefranek, and dedicated sponsor Mr. Garvey, root beer club is looking forward to an even more successful brewing season next year. Other
officers in Root Beer Club include:
Brewmaster Luke Walczewski; Assistant Brewmaster Daniel Grossman;
Minister of Root Beer Peter Brokish;
Brew Woman Audrey Miller; Bottle
Boy Adam Reynolds; Foam Boy
James Thomas; and Root Beer Runner Boy Hormozd Gahvari.
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Sub Sports
Subbies came out in throngs this year to join
three fall sports: cross country, boys' basketball, and girls' basketball. Subbie XC had a
very good season this year, especially
Alexandra Zodhiates who went to State. As
Tal Kitron put it, "It was great to be a part of
the team ... they basically treated the subbies
well." Boys' Basketball showed a lot of improvement through the season. Coach Rick
Murphy said, "Kids who haven 't played before are becoming really good players."
"It was an enjoyable season," commented
Doug Main. Coach Courtney Porter lead the
Subbie Girls' A and B teams to a 1-7 record
each. Even though the record did not reflect
the quality of the team, Anna Shanks said "It
was a lot of fun even though .. .it will be better
next year."

Middle left: The Subbie XC team, (l-r) Tal
Kitron, Ethan Chew, Alexandra Zodhiates,
and Katie Smith. Middle right: John takes a
shot agianst St. Malachy. Bottom: The
Subbie Girl 's Basketball Team, Back row (lr): Elizabeth ]axon, Anna Shanks, Melissa
Hines, Joanna Cranston, Helen Miller, Kate
Murphy, Ruth Miller, Rachel Smith. Front
row: Abby Beck, Boshra Moradi, Kyle
Harrington, Sanaz Mobasseri and Nicole
VanKim.
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Subbie Boys ' Basketball, Back row (l-r): Rick Murphy, John Chin, John Flynn, Peter
Fahrner, Doug Main, Derek Iversen, Joe Ciolli, Daniel Atherton. Middle row:
Patrick Morales-Dayle. Front row: Guy Bresler, Tal Kitron, Devin Kinney, Daniel
Grinols, Naresh Jegadeesh, and Ty Overstreet.

JV Volleyball

Back row: (l-r) Adrienne Shapiro, Jill Fleischer, Katie Schrepfer, Kirsten Melby- Thompson,
Dave Bergandine; Middle row: Beatrice Burton, Ginny Tucker, Kate Techtow, Vivian
Rajeswaren. Front row: Becky Mayor-Bernet, Katie Sutton, Ami Choi, Rebecca Bartlett, and
Puja Bavda. (Not pictured: Emily Wisseman)

This year's JV Volleyball team greatly
improved throughout the season. Led
by captains Ginny Tucker and Kate
Techtow, the JV squad played well
during their first year in the Sangamon
Valley Conference. Also new to the
team this year was JV coach, David
Bergandine. The JV Team consisted
primarily of returning players, with the
exceptions of Rebecca Bartlett, Ami
Choi, and Emily Wisseman. The highlight of the JV season was their fourth
place finish at the Sangamon Valley
Freshman-Sophomore Tournament
held at Blue Ridge. Jill Fleischer was
voted 'Most Valuable,' Vivian
Rajeswaren was voted 'Most Improved,' and Kate Techtow received
the award for the highest serving percentage on JV.

Clockwise from top left: Adrienne
Shapiro dives to dig the ball; Kate
Techtow soars through the air as she
goes for an attack; Above: Katie
Sch'r epfer waits for a serve; Katie
Sutton serves the ball; Emily
Wisseman dives for the ball; Beatrice
Burton bumps during warm-ups.
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Varsity Volleyball
Coached by Rebecca Murphy and assissted by David
Bergandine, this year's team had definite potential.
Unfortunately, all season the team was plagued by numerous injuries. It was a tough first year in the
Sangamon Valley Conference. The squad entered
regionals at Kenney Gym as the third place team with
a record of 6-15. Despite the blue-faced fans, Uni had
a crushing defeat to St. Joseph in two games. Molly
Kaput, captain, and Lis Pollock made Second Team
All-Conference.

Above: No one seems to notice Schreppy's new hair-do as the team
watches from the sidelines. Right: Sara Medendorp and Lis Pollock
look sexy in their spandex shorts.

Above: Megan Murphy does the
super duper triple flipperoony
pass. Right: The team stands for
the singing ofthe National Anthem.
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"Even though our scores weren't great, we
learned to work together and play as a team."
-Suzie Franki

Above: The 1997 UniHigh Varsity
Volleyball Team smiles for the
camera. Back row (l-r): Head
Coach Rebecca Murphy, Sarah
Pepin, Adrienne Shapiro, Jill
Fleischer, Ginny Tucker, and
Megan Murphy. Middle row:
Kate Techtow, Captain Molly
Kaput, and Katie Schrepfer. Front
row: Kendra Cord, Lis Pollock,
Sara Medendorp, and Suzie
Franki. Left: Kendra passes
beautifully. Far left: The team
huddles around Coach Merf
(obscured) and Assisstant Coach
Bergandine during a time-out.
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Girls' Cross
Country
U
nder the leadership of
Coach Doug Mynatt (a.k.a.
Papa Smurf) the awesome
Girls' Cross Country team had
a breakthrough season. They
pulled off their first team trophy
in four years at the St. Joseph
Invitational. Continuing the fast
pace, they ran away with the
Sangamon Valley Conference
Championship, and had 5 AllConference runners including
race champion Melissa Wei. At
the Sectional meet they worked
their way up from a fourteenth
place finish last year to a tenth
place this year. Not only did the

team work hard for their own
competitions, they also helped
the Uni girls swim team at their
Danville meet, by swimming
in two relays.
This year's team also had a
new assistant coach, Allison
Fitzgerald, who held a sleepover for the girls at her
apartment and helped them
vandalize Doug's yard. They
also did several activities as a
team outside of cross country
such as team dinners, trick-ortreating, and bow ling.
Melissa Wei and ling Lu goof
around after cleaning up at the
Mahomet-Seymour Invitational.

"'The hiohlioht
for
c
n1e was being conference chatnp"
-Melissa Wei
~

really enjoyed the
Sectional Meet."
-Ariel Zodhiates
By the end of the
season. I wished
cross country could
have lasted longer."
-Senior Anna
Skorupa
l-r, t-b: Ella Rotman, Celeste LeCompte, Meredith Main, Hanan Jassim, Emily Brothers, ling
Lu, Anna Skorupa, Rebecca Tabb, Ariel Zodhiates, Melissa Wei, Katie Smith, Laura Koritz,
Tory Depew, Doug Mynatt (coach), Alexandra Zodhiates.
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''Is your refridgerator running? The girls are.''
Left: A dazed Becca Tabb stretches
and prepares for her race in Amboy
after a long, early morning bus ride.
Below: Celeste LeCompte uses her
amazing speed to pass a big pack in
Mahomet.

Far Left: At Tuscola, Emily
Brothers and Becca Tabb utilize
their packing skills from many
Rope-a-Dope drills. Top Right:
Melissa Wei plans her detailed
race strategy, unaware of the
impending attack by Ariel
Zodhiates, the branwitch .
Bottom Right: Tory Depew uses
her happy feet to excite Hanan
Jassim about the race.
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Top: The boys heard the bus was leaving without them; the Boys XC
team '97: Back row: (l-r) Erik Wright, Doug Mynatt; 5th row: Andrew
Sefranek, Charles Terry, Hormozd Gavhari, Ethan Chew; 4th row: Matt
Woodbury, Adam Reynolds, Peter Ambrose, Zhuben Gavhari; 3rd row:
Gabriel Mathy, Jeff Helfrich, Bryan Lung, Paul Herendeen; 2nd row:
Adam Ragheb; Front row: Nate Mathews, Tal Kitron, and David Yang;
Above: Paul finishes hard.

Boys Cross Country
fter a summer filled with long runs
nearly every day, the boys Cross
Country team started the season lethargically but
with high hopes. " The team had lost strong
runners from last year and had to overcome a lot
of adversity," said Coach Doug Mynatt.
Complicating the situation was the fact that
Orchard Downs (U ni' s practice course) was
under construction. As a result, the team tried to
squeeze practice in whenever and wherever they
could. Putting their best foot forward, Erik,
Nate, Hormozd, and Charles took the initiative
and stepped up to fill the "Top 7" positions.
However, their "relentless drive for perfection
was not entirely successful," according to Top 7
runner Jeff Helfrich.
It was a very "up and down" season, but
they were persistent and managed to breeze
through Regionals (Adam Reynolds placed 1st).
However, they had a close call at Sectionals-placing 5th by seven points.
At the State Cross Country meet, everything didn't go exactly as planned, but the team
proved they had what it takes: Adam Reynolds
had a phenomenal performance--placing 5th at
state! Partially regretting a bet he had made
earlier, Doug Mynatt was forced to shave his
head. "It was a small price to pay for a fifth place
finish."

A

Above: The Backhoe Bandits make
their slow getaway.
Far Left: "Dug"
watches the boys;
Middle: Jeff and
Adam bring it
home; near left:
Eric runs against
the flow.

Uni High Boys Soccer 1997-98

Back row: (l-r) Mike May, Steve Severinghaus, Nils Christianson, Brendan Hanna-Holloway, Jason Bant, Nick Pelafas, Luke
Walczewski, Matt Walczewski, Nick Wisseman, Dan Finnerty, John Fahrner, Scott Strand, Brian Smith, Rob Mills, George Weisiger,
John Hoke; Middle row: (l-r) Ben Leff, Ulric Bigby, Sean Morales-Dayle, Ty Esler, Ben Sapp, Carl Broadbent, Art Kolchinsky, Ayo
Adesida, Imran Rashid, Errol Packard, Matt Schiel; Front row: (l-r) Jason Boyd, Chris Lamb, Ian Orland, Joe Sapp, Peter Kim,
Tyson Masar, David Smyth, Suman Dasgupta, Daniel Slichter, Colin Kennedy, Alex Tarr, Duane Linton, and Jason Kimball.

Clockwise: Luke jumps for joy
after putting the soccer ball in
the back of the net; Joe,
otherwise known as Gypsy Jo
Jo, levitates the ball; Uni High
buys its own franchise--Burger
King; Ty Esler accepts his
punishment and is sorry that
he did; Imran does the electric
slide.
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A new coach, a
•
growing
season
Under the new leadership of German teacher/
coach Mike May, and assistant coach John Hoke,
the boys varsity soccer team ended with a 3 win,
8 loss season. Nils Christianson, John Farhner,
and Jason Bant lead the team. According to Nils,
"I'm very proud of everyone, and we all tried really
hard." "We sang renditions of 'Stand by Me' and
'You've lost that lovin' feeling.' Also, Mike may have
given us the best soccer season ever," said Peter Kim.
This year's JV squad, led by sophomore Scott
Strand and freshman Ben Leff, once managed to tie
the varsity in a practice scrimmage. The JV on
the whole had a pretty good season, and according to co-captain Scott Strand "As a team we got
much better, and we are looking forward to next
year!"

Clockwise from upper
left: Tyson feels the
love after a goal; John
puts on the grooves,
burns the soles of his
shoes, and makes some
soccer moves; Ben Leff
and his soccer ball; "If
it's not a sapple, it's
crappie," says Ben
Sapp; Tyson ponders
"Why can't I score?";
Coach May points out
some helpful hints.
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Below: Kathryn backs home in 100 backtroke at the Twin City Championships.

ggplants, the 1997
Girls Swim Team
The Uni Girls Swim team had a
Also, Uni scored 154 points at the
great season. They called themselves
Twin City Meet, another "plus" for the seathe "Eggplants", named after their
son, compared to last year's goal of breakbright purple• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ing 100 points.
suits and had a
The team consisted of
wonderfu1
two seniors, three juniors,
two sophomores and two
coach: Lovely
Lulu Kurman.
freshman. The team's fab
freshman phenomonon,
The season
started off wonKathryn Faith, missed a
derfully with a
state qualifying time at
defeat
over
Sectionals by a few hunC h a r 1e s to n .
dredths of a second in two
Sadly, the team
races.
size dwindled to only nine members,
The Eggplants had fun outside of
making it one of the smallest swim
the pool too, with sleepovers, fancy dinners
teams in East Central Illinois.
at Garfields and the Courier, shopping and
Luckily, however, their spirit careating out at restaurants.
ried them high and they never lost
At the Danville meet, the Girls Cross
hope or faith . Their cheers were defiCountry came to the rescue by supplying
nitely the most creative of all the other
extra swimmers. Unforunately, the Eggteams, and they were always smiling
plants were still defeated.
after a meet, despite near victories.
The girls will dearly miss their two seThe swim team this year placed
niors next year, and will continue to search
seventh out of eighteen teams at
for freshman for the upcoming year. Of
sectionals, one of the highest places
course, getting up at five a.m. is difficult,
Uni has received in several years.
but the fun the team has is well worth it!
Right: Crystal and Betsy hug ... awwww; Below right: The Eggplants celebrate a
victory at Fridays; Bottom left: Uni swimmer flies through the water.

clockwise from left:
The Eggplants pose
at Beckmann Center
above, (t-b ), (l-r ):
Amara Lisy, Betsy
Braden, Zhenya
Tum-anova,
Kathryn
Faith,
Crystal Yates- White,
Katy Love, Chaela
Tar~
Ursula
Wagner, and Natalie
Ceperley;
The
Eggplants circle up;
Uni is in the lead
with perfect dives;
Katy and Natalie
are glad to be at
Centennial
to
SWIM!; The team
cheers as they break
I 00 points at the
Twin
City
Championship Meet
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Boys JV Basketball
T his season's Boys' Junior
Varsity basketball team was
led by second-year coach Matt
Mlynski and first-year assistant Scott Holze. Entering the
season and new conference
with only four returning JV
players, the team began slowly
with the coaching staff concentrating on the basics.
As the year progressed, so did
the team--they beat Judah
Christian twice, Fisher's freshman team and several games
were close.
Highlights of the season included the Saturday morning
with afgans and the"Rocky"
movie, Jack Monahan's half
court shot at Fisher, Eric
Portis's offensive charge in
practice, and the "vomit boys."

Clockwise from above: Matt shoots a free
throw; Galen prepares to pass the ball;
Chris is fiercly guarded; Phil towers over
his opponents; Eric tries to score.

Girls JV Basketball
This year's JV girls
basketball team consisted primarily of freshmen players,
who improved consistently
throughout the season. Led by
co-captains Helen Estabrook
and Katie Schrepfer, the JV
squad won several games
against rival Shiloh, Heritage,
Villa Grove , Judah, and
Armstrong-Potomac. The
season's highlights included a
double-overtime victory
against Villa Grove, and
winning a Judah rematch.
Second-year coach Courtney
Porter and first-year assistant
coach Sarah Gorney contributed to the consistent improvement of the JV squad throughout the season.

Above: Audrey shoots a free
throw; Lower left: The team
relaxes; Far left: Morgan the
wall; Upper left: Kendra
guards her opponents.
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Varsity Boys Basketball
The '97-' 98 Boys' Varsity Basketball team was full of new faces after losing the eleven seniors that
won the first post-season basketball game in several decades.The team started out hammering AtwoodHammond at their own Thanksgiving Tournament. They then lost ten straight games against bigger
and faster Sangamon Valley Conference teams. The Illineks adjusted to the pressing defense and beat
Decatur Christian 53-50 at home. After a heartbreaking loss to Judah Christian away from home, the
team responded with a come from behind victory one week later against Judah during Pack the Place.
Uni's first conference victory in three years came during the regular season finale at Blue Ridge. This
years' Boys' Varsity team finished 4-19, but with ten of its twelve players returning, next year looks
very promising.
COACH
Joel Beesley
CAPTAINS
John Berg, Dan M-D, and
Sammy Sohn
MVP
Sammy Sohn
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
63-44 season opening
victory vs. Atwood.
53-50 win against Decatur
Christian and 43-39 victory
over Judah Christian, to
end three and five game
losing streaks against
these arch rivals.
Sammy Sohn was an area
scoring leader finishing
with a 12.5 ppg average.
A conference win against
Blue Ridge.

(1-r, t-b) Coach Scott Holze, Coach Ted Rounds, Jarrett Spiro, Luke Walczewski, Phil Rowell, John
Berg, Peter Brokish, Rob Mills, Head Coach Joel Beesley, Coach Matt Mlynski (Bottom row) Coach
Kevin Carter, Nick Wisseman, Tyson Masar, Sammy Sohn, Dan Morales-Doyle, Brian Chou, Chris
Chen, and Coach Tony Khan.

Rob Mills aggressively takes it
to the hole, proving he's
Division One material.

Dan prepares for takeoff while
playing defense.
50
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(Left) Uni High forward/center John Berg
goes up against a GCMS player to win the
opening tip during Senior Night. (Below)
Sammy scoots past his defender to get a shot.

(Far Left) Luke powers up an
offensive rebound for two
points. (Above) Coach Beesley
and the team discuss strategy
before a last second win. (Left)
Tyson plays tough "d" on an
opponent before stealing the
bnll, dribbling down the court,
and monster jamming.

1
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Girls Varsity Basketball
Girls Post a Great Season in Their
First Year of a New Conference
This year's team was led by
head coach Rebecca Murphy,
assistant coaches Courtney
Porter and Sarah Gorney, and
senior co-captains Megan
Murphy and Emily Brothers.
The girls varsity basketball
team finished with a record of
just under (.500) with 11 wins
and 12losses. Junior Lis Pollock said, "It was an impressive showing in a brand new
conference." One of the highlights of this season was the
game Uni beat Oakwood in
the regular season on a last
second shot by junior Nell
Burger. The seniors, Megan,
Emily, Christine Hsieh, Anna
Skorupa,
and
Zewde

Demissie were excited to host
the first round of regionals at
Kenney Gym. Uni "kicked major butt" against ArmstrongPotomac in the first regional
game, said junior Helen
Estabrook. Unfortunately they
fell to Oakwood in the second
game. Megan and Lis made the
All-Conference 1st team while
Sara Medendorp made the second team. Megan said that her
favorite part of the season was
how well the players bonded
and worked together as a team.

(Right) Megan pulls up for a short
jumper, and, hey, her defender is
facing the wrong way!

(Above) Megan and Coach Murphy
embrace after Megan's last game.
Megan was named MVP of this
year's team.
(l-r, t-b): Coach Courtney Porter, Coach Sarah Gorney, Nell Burger, Christine Hsieh, Lis Pollock, Sara
Medendorp, Kate Schrepfer, Megan Murphy, Coach Rebecca Murphy, Anna Skorupa, Zewde Demissie,
Emily Brothers, Helen Estabrook, The Ball, Cyndra Lattimore, Kendra Cord, Audrey Miller.

(Left) Christine, Jarrett, and Jill
hold the senior banner; Sara
(below) puts up a wall of arms
against an Iroquois West player.

(Above) Nell fights for
position against a GCMS
player after a Uni
freethrow. (Below) Uni
starters Sara and Nell
high-five while fellow
starter Lis watches. (Far
Left) Lis, an ArmstrongPotomac player, and the
official stop mid-play to
look at the beautiful ceiling
of Kenney Gym .
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Girls Soccer

Back row: (l-r) Katherine Lamb, Audrey Miller, Helen Estabrook, Phillippa Soskin, Amara Lisy, Michelle Byrne, Anna Skorupa,
Morgan Reeder, Kate Schrepfer, Christine Manganaro, Susan Sefranek, Coach John Hoke; Front row: (l-r) Crystal Zych,
Rebecca Bartlett, Ami Choi, Nichole Wleklinski, Janeki Patel, Ayesha Choudhury, Michelle Feltes, Zewde Demissie, Emily
Wisseman, Jennifer Iversen, and Amanda Ochs. Not pictured: Head Coach Mike May, Megan Murphy, Jill Fleischer.

Boys Track

Back row: (l-r) Yong-Bee Lim, Peter Ambrose, Charles Terry, Nick Pelafas, Scott Strand, Eric Hsieh, Jason Kimball, Andrew
Sefranek, Erik Wright, Gabe Mathy, Matt Woodbury, John Flynn; Middle row: (l-r) Joseph Ciolfi, Tal Kitron, Bryan Lung, Nate
Mathews, Sumon Dasgupta, David Yang, Dan Morales-Doyle, Daniel Stichter, Zhubin Gahvari, Imran Rashid, Hormozd Gahvari,
Paul Herendeen, Jeff Helfrich; Front row: (l-r) Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Assistant Coach Allison Fitzgerald, Ethan Chew and
Balint Bognar.
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Baseball

Back row: (l-r) Coach Jim Foreman, Luke Walczewski, Rob Mills, John Berg, Pedro DeRose, Adam Ragheb, John Murdoch, Coach
Ken Webb; Front row: (l-r) Matt Harrington, Elliot Ramos, Daniel Shapiro, Ben Leff, Edwin Ramos, Ryan McCarthy, and Brian
Smith.

Girls Track

Back row: (1-r) Laura Koritz, Hanan Jassim, Ana Jacala, Emily Brothers, Melissa Wei, Ariel Zodhiates, Katy Love, Sara Medendorp,
Celeste LeCompte, Tory Depew, Virginia McCreary, Meredith Main, Ella Rotman, Katie Smith, Kate Murphy, Boshra Moradi,
Alexandra Zodhiates, Joanna Cranston, Maria Zych, Katie Sutton, Ruth Miller; Front row: (1-r) ling Lu, Head Coach Doug
Mynatt, Assistant Coach Allison Fitzgerald, Crystal Yates- White, Natalie Ceperly, and Betsy Braden.
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Clockwise from above: the wild and crazy girls ofthe Girl's
Cross-Country team; the swim team goes to Beckman in
the middle of the day to do weird things; Paul grits his
teeth, bears it, and brings it in at Illini Meadows; Jason
surveys the action at DCR Fields; Luke gets the ball
however he can.

Clockwise from bottom left: Charles leaves
everyone else in the dust; Tyson is
soooooooo skilled; Becky gets up for the
ball; ling pretends to run for the camera;
Lis obediently listens to Merf's coaching.

Barb Aschenbrenner
Receptionist

Marilyn Upah-Bant
Director of Alumni
Relations & Develop.
Student Council
Executive Committee
Dance Squad Sponsor

Gene Bild
Algebra 1/Stats.
Adv. Topics in Math
Chess Club Sponsor
Math Counts Coach
Subbie Math Club
Curriculum Comm.

David Bergandine
Chemistry Teacher
Asst. Volleyball Coach
Executive Committee
Campus Exploration
Club

Debbie Bosch
Student Services Secretary
Registrar
Dr. Roberts and her husband, Dewey Moore, pose for a picture in
front of her birthday cake which they shared with the entire school.

Linda Bruns-Wise
Office Manager
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Joel Beesley
Boys' Basketball Coach
Computer Literacy
Intro. to Radio/T.V.
Yearbook Advisor

Chris Butler
Eurasia
Modern History
Jr. Class Sponsor
Lounge & Stereo
Committee Sponsor

.,

Jim Carrubba
Physics Teacher
Science Dept. Assistant
Technology Committee

Carol Castellon
Algebra ///Trig.
Ace. Algebra ///Trig.
Statistics
Executive Committee
WYSE (JETS) Coach
Freshman Math Team

Dean Davis-Smith
Guidance Counselor
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Teen Awareness Comm.
African American
Awarness Club Spon.

Cathy Eads
Secretary

Lisa Evans
Sudio Art I and II
Interrelated Arts
Subbie Class Sponsor
Art Club
Co-Curricular Comm.

John Garvey
French II & III
French Club
Irish Club
Technology Committee

Ben Halperin
Advanced Topics
Geometry/Trig.

Linda Hermann
Geometry/Trig.
Ace. Geometry/Trig.
Soph. Math Team Coach
PFO Faculty Rep.
SFAC Faculty Rep.
Evaluations Committee

John Houlihan
Latin III& IV (Fall)
Technology Committee

Mike Howie
Computer Literacy

Hiroko Ito
Japanese II & Ill
Japan Cub
Co-Curricular Comm.

Frances Jacobson
Librarian
Computer Literacy
Technology Committee
Barb Aschenbrenner, Uni's friendly receptionist, greeted visitors
with a smile from behind her desk.
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Mrs. Laughlin, Dr. Roberts and Ms. Wells help John Thmer celebrate his retirement after nearly 20 years of warm greetings and
good work as Uni's janitor.

Rosemary Laughlin
Subbie English
Junior English
Agora Days
Jr. Class Sponsor
Asian-American Club

Suzanne Linder
Freshman English
Subbie English(Spring)
Fr. Class Sponsor
Theatre Prod. Asst.
Drama Club

Birthday gal Lisa Micele, sits at her desk excitedly while calculating the Senior's awesome ACT scores.
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Liz Jockusch
Calculus I, & II/III
Ace. Calculus I
Senior Class Sponsor
Jr. & Sr. Math Teams

Henry Kamerling
U.S. History
Amer. History Seminar
Co-Curricular Comm.

Lynda Lopez
French! & N
French Club

Philip MacLellan
Eurasia
Co-Curricular
Committee

Mike May
German II
Boys' & Girls' Soccer
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Co-Curricular Comm.
SFAC

Lisa Micele
Director of College
Counseling
Peer College Counseling
Coordinator
Campus Explor. Club
Co-Curricular Comm.

Mrs. Bant and Rick Murphy help Ms. Wysocki celebrate her birthday by wearing straw-hat and eating a "straw-hat cake."

Rebecca Murphy
P.E. Teacher
Health
Volleyball Coach
Girls' Basketball

David Porreca
Journalism Teacher
Gargoyle Advisor
Publications

Rick Murphy
Fine Arts Dept. Head
Interrelated Arts
Chorus & Madrigals
Orchestra & Jazz Band
Student Council
Sub. Boys' Basketball

Ted Powers
Psychology

Linda Morford
Assistant Director
Director of Admissions
Subbie Buddie Advisor
SFAC

Pat Morris
Science Dept. Head
Nature of Science
Earth Studies
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Subbie Class Sponsor
Student World Action

Doug Mynatt
P.E. Teacher
Boys' & Girls'
X-Country and Track
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Soph. Class Sponsor

Frances Newman
Latin I, II, V (Fall)
Latin III, N, V (Spring)
Latin Club

Robin Ragan
Intensive Spanish
Spanish Club
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Barb Ridenour
Theatre Arts I & II
Intra to Radio/T.V.
Plays
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Fr. Class Sponsor
Inter. Thespian Society
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Shelley Roberts
Director & Principal
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Super. Student Teachers
Spirit Club Sponsor

Runelle Shriver
Library Technical Asst.

Barbara Shenk
Japan Center Editor

Mr. Zodhiates shows everyone what a great sense of humor he
ha by cracking up during Creative Writing.

Greg Smith
Comp. Sci. Dept. Head
Computer Literacy
Dir. of Educational
Technology
Technology Committee

Jordan Martin, left, and Ron Romasanto were the graduate and
undergraduate library assistants this year.
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David Stone
Biology Teacher
Explora Vision Teams
Evaluation Committee

Adele Suslick
Subbie English
Senior English
Dept. Head (Spring)
Executive Committee
Sr. Class Sponsor
UMEC Sponsor

Chris Thompson
Japanese I & IV
Japan Center Director
Co-Curricular Comm.

Ted Tourlentes
Computer Literacy
Computer Prog.
UNIX
Technology Committee

Steve Trzaskoma
Latin I (Spring)
Latin II (Spring)

Sally Walker
P.E. Dept. Head
Athletic Director
P.E. Teacher
Executive Committee
Evaluation Committee

Sheila served food from the food cart to faculty and students and
made sure the kitchen stayed clean, but her most important role
was just being a friend to the students.

Chris Warren
PE. Teacher
Health
Track Assistant
Co-Curricular Comm.

Barb Wysocki
Social Studies
Department Head
Ancient Cultures &
History
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Theme Da Coor.

Paul Wei/muenster
Foreign Languages
Department Head
German I, III, & N
Evaluation Committee
Technology Committee

Philip Zodhiates
Soph. English
Creative Writing
Unique Advisor
Film Studies (Spring)
Soph. Class Sponsor

Maria Wolkanowski
Russian I, II, III, & N
Russian Exchange
Co-Curricular Comm.

Audrey Wells
English Dept. Head
Subbie English
Social Advocacy
Film Study
P.A.S.S. Advisor
Co-Curricular Comm.

Ms. Linder shares a laugh with English students Jason Boyd
(left) and Ben Leff (right). Ms. Linder was Uni's youngest
faculty member.
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Above: John starts to get sleepy, listening to Ms. Morris' lecture. Above Right: A herd of
stampeding subbies gets ready to run down the cameraman. Above Far Right: Doug is mad
at Jonathon for stealing his juice money. Right: Joanna, Sanaz, Boshra, Leila, Justin and
Dan recover from PE, waiting to enter Latin. Far Right: Ty and Naresh get ready to scour
the campus for a some munchies.

Leila Agha
Daniel Atherton
Abigail Beck
Balint Bognar
Guy Bresler

Ma'ayan Bresler
Nicola Bunick
Ethan Chew
Crystal Chiang
John Chin

Joe Ciolli
Jonathon Climer
Evan Cording
Joanna Cranston
Stephanie Crofts
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Top Left: Daniel
Grinols
expertly
demonstrates the socalled 'deer-in-theheadlights'
look.
Above: Eric plots evil
doings, walking down
the hall. Left: Jocelyn,
Ruth, Abby, Natalie,
Connie and Ligia pose
on the stairwell.

Amelia Padua
Jocelyn Ross
Anna Shanks
Trent Sherman
Shawn Simpson

David Sims
Katherine Smith
Rachel Smith
Nicole VanKirn
Jie Wang

Connie Wauthier
John Zech
Alexandra Zodhiates
MariaZych
Noah Zych
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Above: Andrea
tries to look
excited as Connie
prepares to arm
wrestle
the
cameraman;
Upper Right:
The Johns try
desperately to
entice Barb out
from behind the
counter
with
their charming
smiles; Right:
Suddenly from
out
of
the
darkness
BALINT
AITACKS!!!
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Far Left: Tyson and
Patrick observe the
behavior of the Derekus
iversenus species in its
natural habitat; Above:
Connie leads the Subbie
girls in a wild conga line;
Left: Rachel, Shawn and
Helen "catch some rays"
under the yellow lights of
their third floor hallway.
Far Left: And now,
live from Urbana,
Illinois, the lovely
Sanaz Mobasseri
presents..... the
UN/ HIGH 1ST
FLOOR MEN'S
ROOM!;
Left:
"Well, see, this
giant rhino came
running out of Uni
Gym and tried to
take my shoes, but
I wouldn't give up
so he pushed me in
the mud, and that is
how I got so
muddy." Sure Dan.
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Class of 2001
1-{istory is (jrrrrrreat! I
- CU[ric

Ayodeji Adesida
Tara Alan
Thomas Bailey
Carol Baym
Allison Beck

Ulric Bigby
Jason Boyd
Gillian Bregman
Carl Broadbent
Michelle B yme

Martin Ceperley
Eric Chang
Anna Chen
Ayesha Choudhury
Charles Conway

r.Big6y

Top Left: Anu, Leila, and Janeki
rende z -vous
outside
Ms.
Morford 's office. Above: Nick
Sansone comes to school wearing
the spring line by Gucci. It 's bold
and hip but maybe just a little too
promiscuous. Far Left: Hello!
Hello!!!! Hello!!!!! It 's Gabe,
Eric, and Dan - The freshmen
stooges. Left: Michelle would like
to say - Uhhh, like hi, my name is
Keesha , and I'm from a land
where it 's nice to meet 'chya.
Kelly Digges
Kristin Emilsson
Ty Esler
Kathryn Faith
Michelle Feltes

Emlyn Freeman-Toole
Zhubin Gahvari
Masha Gelfand
Liesel Hess
Tony Khan

Rebekah Kunkel
Ilina Kuriashkina
Katherine Lamb
Benjamin Leff
Justin Lehman
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Above: Ragheb gets a
beatdown at the hands of the
ruthless Carl. Top Right:
Rachel and Katherine aren't
posing for this picture - I
promise. Far Right: Ty goes
home "sick" accidentally
missing the history test. Right:
Meera, Gill, and Kathryn want
to ask you - Where 's the love?
It's not enough. It makes the
world go 'round, and 'round."
Yong-Bee Lim
Judy Liu
Nicholas Lowry
'Fanzi Mao
Gabriel Mathy

Charles Melby-Thompson
John Murdoch
RyokoOono
Ian Orland
Christopher Otto

Anupama Paruchuri
J aneki Patel
Diane Plewa
Eric Portis
James Prell
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Adam Ragheb
Morgan Reeder

Top Left: "Now Tara, if you want to be a model,
then you first must learn to turn and pose for
the camera." Above: Fanzi fishes fellow
freshman Martin from the garbage after a visit
from a fren z ied upperclassman.

Galen Reeves
Eithan Ritz
Laila Saied
Nicolas Sansone
Benjamin Sapp

Matthew Schiel
Susan Sefranek
Meera Sekar
Daniel Shapiro
Elizabeth Slattery

Michaela Tarr
Melinda Taub
Rachel Walsh
Daniel Weissman
Matthew Woodbury
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Clockwise from above: Ayo may look like an innocent
citizen, but when duty calls, he's Book Man!!; Ayesha and
Yong-Bee try to sell the students some food, new vacuums,
and maybe insurance; Kristen Emilsson attempts to "stare
down" her computer to get it to un-freeze; You can tell
Michelle pays attention in English as she looks out the door
to smile at the camera; Hi, we're Ben and Ian, and today
at 6:00 we'll be giving a lecture on the academic life
and the socio-economic consequences of attending a
premier Ivy-league institution such as Harvard
University.

Clockwise from top left: Martin asks Gabe the question
all of us want to know - where the heck am I?; Punk
Shapiro; Morgan and Susan a.k.a Girls in the Hall;
Kelly Digges, Matt Schiel, and Michaela Tarr know
the correct and right way to cook food ... the oldfashioned, slow way, the way where you appreciate
quality and use only the best ingredients, the ones
that are ripest, freshest, and raised on the healthiest,
greenest fields.; Matt Woodbury and Carol Baym think
"they're all that" just cause they can quickly scrape
together some food.
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Class of 2000

Phil- Steve Urkel 's
long lost brother
Marc Alexander
Roaa Al-Heeti
Mara Bandy
Betsy Braden
Beatrice Burton

Jennifer Chen
Kangtao Kendall Chuang
Vilas Dhar
Matthew Harrington
Jennifer Iversen

David Jacobson
Colin Kennedy
Artemy Kolchinsk:y
Julianne Kuck
Andreanna Lau
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Clockwise: Andreanna
smiles from her corner ofthe
third floor; Art looks for
alien friends in math;
Elvis ... Andrew - See the resemblance? Tyson smiles
even though he is once
again late; Crystal is the
sunshine in the gloomy computer room.

Celeste LeCompte
Duane Linton
Bryan Lung
KimLy
Meredith Main

Oksana Maksymchuk
Tyson Masar
Virginia McCreary
Andrew MeN abb
Sara Medendorp

Ondrej Mitas
Jack Monahan
Zeynab Moradi
Sean Morales-Dayle
Errol Packard

·~.
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Clockwise from top: Anna, Kim,
and Mara, the extremely dedicated
Exploravision team, are still a little
sleepy; Daniel is so addicted to
card playing that he will play by
himself; Andy, GQ 's man of the
year; Alex enjoys breaking things.

Nicholas Pelafas
Elliot Ramos
Emily Richardson
Phillip Rowell
Samuel Schnuer

Anna Sczaniecka
Daniel Stichter
Benjamin Smarr
Scott Strand
Rebecca Tabb

Alexander Tarr
· Charles Terry
Alexander Thaler
David Thomas
Alexandra Ti pei
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Clockwise from top left: Roaa 's thrilled to
be in charge of the UMEC booth, no really,
she is!; The three Daves plan their next toga
party; Emily reigns supreme over her kingdom of freshmen; Bryan, seconds before
attacking the photographer; Sean chills in
the lounge.

Virginia Tucker
Claire Wegel
Melissa Wei
Avital Weinberg
Emily Wisseman

Nichole Wleklinski
Erik Wright
David Yang
Crystal Yates-White
Ariel Zodhiates
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Clockwise from upper left:
Jenny finally gets fed up with
Julianne; Nick "puts the
moves " on Tali; Colin is caught
changing his Yearbook grade
again; Crystal, Meredith ,
Emily, Sara, Jennifer and Ginny
love M-A-T-H; Errol conceals
his sexy nose while nonchalantly sipping soda.
Opposite Page: time for a hug;
the sophomore girls freak out at
the Halloween Dance; Duane
and Kendall, men of the stereo,
men of mystery...; Marc sits
calmly and ignores the
temptations of the sophomore
men, Jack, Sam, Errol and
Benji; Vilas .finally snaps under
Uni stress and starts beating
Errol; Claire and Oksana, the
cutest things we ever did see.
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Class of 1999

LianAlan
Puja Bavda
Peter Brokish
Nell Burger
Natalie Ceperley

Christopher Chen
Amy Chew
Ami Choi
Brian Chou
Kendra Cord

Matthew Croisant
Sumon Dasgupta
Tory Depew
Helen Estabrook
Daniel Finnerty
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Far Page: Nell, squat, squat, bo batt.
This Page: (t-b l-r) we caught Ryan
studying buddying!; Katie and Jing-bada boom, bada bing; Becky shmecky
bo fecky; Is Mozd drunk on eggnog
(weglog) ?; Jeff.. 'Neff sed.

Hormozd Gahvari
Katherine Geeseman
Kavi Goel
Daniel Grossman
Jeffrey Helfrich

Jeremy Hobson
Ana Jacala
Hanan J ass in
Cyndra Lattimore
Amara Lisy

Katy Love
Jing Lu
Christine Manganaro
Reed Martin
Nate Mathews

·~~
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Clockwise from above:
Brian Chou posies for the
camera; after a long night
of Gargoyle, Amy Chew
catches up on her sleep in
the lounge; "Robice in
Wonderland" drank the
shrinking liquid, and now
he's little!; Matt giggles
nervously; sorry, Amara,
we couldn't think of
anything for this one.

Becky Mayor-Bernet
Ryan McCarthy
Audrey Miller
Rob Mills
Daniel Morales-Dayle

Matt Nuzzo
Amanda Ochs
Elisabeth Pollock
Imran Rashid
Kurt Reutter

Ella Rotman
Joseph Sapp
Katie Schrepfer
Brian Smith
David Smyth
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Clockwise from above:
Luke kicks the can (get it?)
while Nick does his
homework;
Samm y
eggsplains his Calc
homework; David- what
size tights are those?;
Amanda, do you still sleep
with your teddy?

Rupi Sodhi
Sammy Sohn
Philippa Soskin
Katie Sutton
Laura Sweet

Amanda Taub
Kate Techtow
James Thomas
Sarada Uppuluri
Luke Walczewski

Nicholas Wisseman
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Clockwise from upper left: The kid
in" Cubby" loves Frosted Shredded Wheat;
Philippa reads Henry Adams for English;
Hanan, Laura & Amanda--the Breakfast
Club; Philippa, Daniel, Anna & Rupi
convene on Valentine 's day to tell Uni High
"/LOVE YOU! "; Matt Croissant: Pretty
in BLACK. Opposite page: Tori D. is
soooooo flexible!!; Becky... WAIT, don't
drink that!!; Ella .. "posin 'pretty.." ; Kurt
takes a sip from Uni'sfountain of wisdom;
Some people will do the stupidest things to
be in yearbook...
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(l-r, t-b): Aurora, Emilia, and
Ruth stare at those "Jab" J. T. T.
muscles; Matt and Ruth,
standing by a tree t-a-1-k-i-n-g;
Suman chills with his newly
found subbie friends, Joe,
Patrick and Derek, then he takes
their lunch money; Alex and
Benji do the can-can; Mmmm,
carbonic acid tastes great-don't it Danny boy?
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(l-r, t-b ): Daniel demonstrates the
Math team hazing process;
Meredith smiles while dreaming
of that guy she met last night;
Galen, Jimmy, Ilina, Michelle,
Yong-Bee, Ryoko, Susan, Carl
and Morgan--the freshmen gang
terrorizes the 2nd floor hallway;
Jocelyn and Peter--the dazed and
confused subbie couple; Doug,
Noah, Ligia, Patrick, Tal and Joe
play red rover in February?
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Clockwise from upper left: Jack-where is your beanstalk?; princesses
Christines and the frog; Let the
Subbie Circle be unbroken; Furious
George, the stereo, and the boot.
Opposite page: Jason, John, Chris,
George and Peter are Uni High 's
barbershop quintet; Julie Kaufman
knows something you don 't know!;
Mike May: aypples and Ban-ayays,
no ... Bagel-ayays; no matter how
many times a day you see this, Uni is
so beautiful ... to me; Lisa Evans
explains art; Brian, Reed, Kate and
Puja are Uni's biggest and bestest
couple.
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working from morning to evening,
ith energy... I'm fencing and
·th the sun. And hat a sun

•

Peter Ambrose
Random! -Nate
Yes they're all fools gentlemen, but the question remains,
what kind of fools are they? - Gary Larson
It is he who served bouillibaisse when he was a she.
- Dr. Otto and the Riddle of the Gloom Beam
My eyeball!!! -Me , Paul and Brendan
I'm not mad, I'm just Amish. - Alex Sansone
It's the race that counts , not the turd. - Hormozd
Golf is a good walk spoiled. - Mark Twain
Damn you Pedarino!! -Asian Saul
I think we should go to the cemetery and dig up the bodies! - Sinan Saul
Gee my pants are big, I must look like
I'm from the hood or something. - Matt Thomas
First the banks close , then the children starve, and then
the whores come in. - Dr. Otto and The Riddle of the Gloom Beam
Teddy Roosevelt is preparing some slop to feed the hogs of democracy.
-Mr. Rogers

Jason Bant
Bantos Freshness, Sub-Zero
I'm never alone, I'm alone all the time . - Bush, Glycerin
.. . and in the end, the love you take is equal to the love you make.
- The Beatles, The End
I'd rather learn from one bird how to sing than teach ten thousand stars how
not to dance. - e.e. cummings
There is a time in every man's education when he comes to the realization
that envy is ignorance; that imitation is suicide. - Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Self-Reliance
I could be The Walrus , but I'd still have to bum rides off people.
- Ferris Bueller's Day Off

ThomasAref
Tomb, Taref
Dux femina facti , "The leader was made a woman ," a famous quote.
-Cynthia
What kind of a world is it we live in ... -The Joker
lOVER!!!
Never respond to the imperative statement: "Get your arse ready ."
by saying "My arse is ready. "
My last name is Aref and the 'e' is not silent.
The anti-government intolerance of the lunatic fringe of the extreme
right. Try saying that ten times quickly.
I'm out of it for a little while and everybody starts getting delusions
of grandeur. - Han Solo
Pina is short for Agrippina.
Once upon a time , a thousand years ago, there was a king of
Denmark named Gorm the Old . All through the years his family has ruled
the oldest kingdom in the world. The present queen Margrethe II is a
direct descendant of the old king Gorm.
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Michael Baym
Mike
Tomorrow I'm going to bring in my collection of adult toys .
- Mrs. Jockush
Thou shalt not park here. - sign in front of a church
When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains , however
improbable, must be the truth. - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Standing on the shoulders of giants leaves me cold I I need an idea to call
my own. - R.E .M
This above all : to thine own self be true . -Shakespeare
It is amazing how complete is the delusion that beauty is goodness.
- Leo Tolstoy
You , I thought I knew you . You , I cannot judge. - R.E.M .
Pegmatite . See Beryl ; Feldspar. - Mary Sidel
Men talk of killing time , while time quietly kills them. - Boucicault
Leave the road and memorize this life that passes before our eyes.
- R.E.M .
Let justice be done, though the world perish. - Emperor Ferdinand I

Rebecca Bartlett
What's the story, morning glory? - Oasis
It's freedom , baby! -Austin Powers
The board is asymmetrical , you know, the same on both sides.
- snowboard instructor
What would the world be without men? Even the ones who
stop talking to you all of a sudden! -AnnaS.
Lars! - Laura K.
Beef: It rolls off your tongue like a cow off your roof. -Will P.
Two words : Hand-over-hand. - Mr. Gomerey
A stupid guy is better than an ugly guy. - Katie N.
Let' s hear it for the Rainbow Tour. - Philippa S.
Don't ever lose that light in your eyes. - LeAnn Rimes

John Berg
Stamp collection , eeehhhhh heeeeehhhh!
- Nelson , Andy Leebo, and me
You know, if you take everything I've ever accomplished in my life and
condense it down into one day, it makes a pretty good day.
- George Costanza
You miss 100% of the shots you never take . - Wayne Gretsky
I am the Great Cornholio! I need t.p . for my bunghole. Bunghol io. Are you
threatening me? - Beavis
Big BAAAAABBBY! - Nikkia Squires
I thought I told ya that we won't stop, I thought I told ya that we won't stop ,
uh-uh uh-uh . - Mase
We got no plans and ain't goin' nowhere, take a fast car and keep on
driving . -Tracy Chapman
For what shall it profit a man , if he shall gain the whole world ,and
lose his own soul? - Mk. 8:36
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Emily Brothers
Dopey, Em, Georgia Peach
Everything is better with rainbow prinkles
except for maybe chicken. - Laura Marie
Sometime a rainbow, baby, is better than a pot of gold . -Poison
Too many people are wearing chain not realizing they have the key. -?
Miracles happen every day. Some people don ' t think o, but they do.
- Forrest Gump
For with God nothing shall be impo sible. -Luke 1:37
There' a big hunk of land out there with no fences around it!
- Lady and the Tramp
Open your eyes kiddo, there's beauty all around ya. -Joe
Mean people suck. - bumper ticker
I'm NOT afraid anymore. - me and Molly Ann
And I think to my elf I what a wonderful world. - Loui Armstrong

Robert Broadbent
Rob
If not for the Ia t minute, nothing would get done. -Pedro DeRose
Chemistry wasn't meant to be thi fun. -Mr. Bergandine
The reason they can break the rule is they have a licen e to lose, you don ' t.
-Coach Driskell's driver's ed motto
Go sip is nobody's friend. -Dr. Roberts

Ajit Chary
C-DOGG, Panch, Julio, Jeep
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Hsin Chiang
Cynthia
Say 'YES' to eduction [sic] - poster
When in doubt, state the obvious. - Andrew Liaw
The more you know, the Jess you under tand. -Tao Te Ching
Bring out the top note!!! -Mrs. Crawford
Pedro, could you stop eating your hair? - Mr. Bergandine
I'm worried .. .I don't see an Ambulance anywhere! -Amy at the 5K
The emporer had a eunuch - I mean - UNIQUE son. - Eric Hsieh
We see men haying in the meadow, their head waving like the grass they cut.
In the distance, the wind seemed to bend all alike. -Thoreau
... forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit. - Virgil
Where's India? I never took a geology class in high school. -Coach Warren
Are you potting tonight? - Laualea Otis
I) It must be PERFECT. 2) "But I like it" isn't good enough. 3) NO WHINING.
- 3 rules of metal mithing
Computers are useless. They can on ly give you answers. - Picas o

Nils Christianson
Nilse
Are you Cool? -Jill
In Italy when three people with a shovel a k you to drive them to a place with soft
ground .. .It' u ually not a round trip. - Antonio Skarpacci of Wing
We hould call him Doctor Bergenstein. -Matt Walczew ki
I do not like green egg and Ray ... -Kumar Das
If you like your friend enough, you will ee them again, be it next week, next
month, year or even lifetime, it will happen. - Leifu
Yeah well , if you ever ee a couple of cockroaches talking about the strife of the
urban proletariat, then you can be worried. - Paul Herendeen
Soccer player do it for ninety minutes. -bumper sticker

Zewditu Demissie
Zewde, Zodes-a-Bodes, Grady
If the people we love are stolen from us, the way to have them live long is to never stop
loving them. Buildings bum, people die, but REAL love is forever. - Sarah, The Crow
Never fear shadows. They simply mean there i a light hining somewhere nearby.
- Ruth E. Renkel
You can't see the present if you're staring into the past. You can't have a past without
a pre ent. You can't plan a future on the past. -Virgil, Mighty Max
No one can make you feel inferior without your perm is ion. - Eleanor Roosevelt
No, do not try. Do or do not. There i no try. - Yoda, Empire Strikes Back
Can't rain all the time. -Eric Draven, The Crow
Regulators! -Jill, Suzie, and me
See Doug, See Doug run. Run , Doug, run. -Thomas, Vivian, and me
I anyone el e weaty? - Leif Christianson
I can't wait till I have him. Look at that body! -Beesley
Bean burrito! -Our Subbie Girls Basketball Team
He's not bad, he's ju t hungry. -Maggie Kaput
Think of me. - Matt Johnson , a si ted by Andrew Lloyd Webber

,
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Pedro DeRose
Dro
No matter if you 're born I To play the king or pawn I For the line is simply
drawn 'tween joy and sorrow. - Simon & Garfunkel
So on and on I go, the seconds tick the time out I There's so much left to
know, and I'm on the road to find out. -Cat Stevens
But if your hopes should pass away I Simply pretend I That you can build
them again . - Simon & Garfunkel
Still , a man hears what he wants to hear I And disregards the rest.
- Simon & Garfunkel
You 've got so much to say, say what you mean, mean what you're thinking,
and think anything. -Cat Stevens
I don't have a friend who feels at ease I I don't know a dream that's not
been shattered or driven to its knees. - Paul Simon
'Am I wrong to believe in a city of gold I That lies in the deep distance,' he
cried . - Genesis

Lester John Fahrner IV
L.John
Porsche. There is no substitute .
So long , Crumb-bum. - Sonny
There will be an answer, let it be. -The Beatles
The time has come. - The Boss
You 'll never get a date if you eat like that. - Mom
Everything's gonna be all right. - Bob Marley

Gillian Fleischer
lilly, Giselle, Squeaky
I've got little scottish guys dancing around in my head singing if I want their
body and I think they're sexy. - Nils
I'm just a cuddle machine. - Matt W. Experiment gone right! - Suzie & me
What's all that corn for? - guy on the East Coast
What is a good definition of nonsense?
Bolting a door with a boiled car~t. - some ord book I have
I can't tell my butt from a hot rock! - Christi
our parents look back
and laugh , mine look
punish e again. -Joe
If it's scummy the
u just ne.
me tile cleaner.
But if it's scuzzy then you have to
e it first. - Suzie
When I was younger I wanted to be an astronaut, fa
that to marry one ,
failing at, a guy wilh a helmet. - Mom
Groovy suburban wife swapping party music to tiold your fancy. -a sticker
An Angel who did not so much Fall
as Saunter Vaguely Downwards. - Good Omens
The metaphors in this book are as useless a weasel in a cardboard shirt.
- Scott Adams
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Suzanne Franki
Suzie, Franki-lady, Suze
Experiment gone right! - Jill and me
I find sometimes it's easy to be myself I Sometimes I find it's better
to be somebody else. - Dave Matthews Band
You must know, Englishman, there are kings and there are princes and
there are those who rule. - P. C. Doherty
Why don't you run out in the rain and play I let the tears splash all
over you. -Dave Matthews Band
Always remember you're unique, just like everyone else. - Unknown
'Not so ,' rejoined Jehan tartly; 'a one-eyed man is more incomplete than
one who is quite blind .' - Victor Hugo
We are forlorn like children and experienced like old men, we are crude
and sorrowful and superficial ; I believe we are lost. - E. M. Remarque
Probably it was some final guest who had been away at the ends of the
earth and didn't know that the party was over. - F. Scott Fitzgerald

Brendan Hanna-Holloway
Brendee, d j brendee, Blendee
The ruler of the South Sea was called Light; the ruler of the North Sea,
Darkness; and the ruler of the Middle Kingdom , Primal Chaos. From time to
time, Light and Darkness met one another in the kingdom of Primal Chaos,
who made them welcome. Light and Darkness wanted to repay his kindness
and said , 'All men have seven openings with which they see , hear, eat, and
breathe, but Primal Chaos has none. Let us give him some.' So every day
they bored one hole, and on the seventh day, Primal Chaos died.
- Anonymous Zen Monk

Karl Gruschow
Karl Otto
Do you know how it feels I when you fade through the door I the tears are
dry, memories no more. - K. Gruschow
And when I die all these things , lost in time , like tears in rain .
- Bladerunner
And at the end of their life their eyes remaining full and dark with perfect
memories. Never written coming to a perfect close. Nothing was ever
perfect that never ended. - C. Wraith
All I want in life is to be myself because someone else wants me and not
because I've nothing better to be. - K. Gruschow
The truth is not that which is true , but what you are willing to make true.
Never say what you cannot make true. -C. Wraith
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Paul Herendeen
I went to the gym I but I wasn't having fun I cuz the shower heads
were LO-FLO I like KRS-One. - Alex Sansone
Everybody wants to battle but you BAAA-bble! - KRS-One
Dude! - Adam Reynolds
It panicked him to think of having to live until
the next day. - Them, Joyce Carol Oates
Don't. Listen. To Jon. Jon. Is. Drunk. -Jon Matz
Gimme some sugar, baby. - Ash, Army of Darkness
No sugar for you . - Anna Bial
Au fond, c'est Ia femme Ia plus depravee qui existe. - Anna Karenina
What the Hell, you know? I'm forty. - Brad Allen
Who knew? -Mike Brabec
I'd rather be odd than queer. - Andrew Medendorp
Oh I Makin' my mind slow I that's why I don't
f! @#with the big 4-0. -Cypress Hill
The nuts factor is high. - Balazs Bognar
They don't pay me enough to care . - Pizza World co-worker

Alex Hobson
They were really honked off because they couldn't whoop it up
at home anymore. - Bill Sutton
Damn man that really hurt. - Tupac getting capped in Vegas
AAAAAAAAAAAAACHU! - N. Squires
Alex Get Out! - Petanque
Alex, Ajit, Richard, shut the hell up and stop your bitchin '
or I'll make you sorry! - Coach Driskel
If a man smiles all the time then he is probably selling you something that
doesn't work. - unknown
SHIP! - Ajit and Eric
QuiETTTTT!!! -Miss Shearer
I knew it was you who spit in my hat. I'm going to get you, yes! - Pedro

Christine Hsieh
Hsiehdy, Frankenstine, Latrine
Hell is full of musical amateurs. - George Bernard Shaw
That's grody ... ZEWDE!! -me and Pee-turd Kimbo
It might interest you to know that you've guest starred in a number of my
sexual fantasies. - Peter Burns in Melrose Place
Just because you're hungry doesn't mean you get to be a bitch! - Albert G$
Christine, your calves inspire mel - Burger Baby
I'll let you run away I But your heart will not oblige you I You'll remember me
like a melody I Yeah, I'll haunt the world inside you. -Fiona Apple
SQUAWK!!!! -me and Christine Keller
Women who seek to be equal with men lack ambition. -Timothy Leary
Shelley ... We just had breakfast at, uh, Taco Bell! -Helen
I heard the best way to regenerate body heat was to crawl, nude, into a
sleeping bag with someone else who was already naked. - DO on X-Files
It is in our idleness, in our dreams, that the submerged truth sometimes
comes to the top. -Virginia Woolf (dedicated to Z-Babe)
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Eric Hsieh
I guess you can rule out accidental death. -The Crow
Man , move over and let me pass, 'fore I have to be pullin' these Hush
Puppies out yo' mutha@ !#$%@ # ass! - Dolemite
Open my ass. - Chris Hutchens
Those who face the unprepared with preparation are victorious . - Sun Tzu
When I flow tonight I I show 'em new heights to go to write I They know I
strike with new prototypes to blow the mic I Critics and biters, don't know
where my source of light is I Still leave authors and writers with arthritis.
- Rakim Allah
Mike Hunt? Who's Mike Hunt? - Mr. Bild
Myceneas was crushed by a boulder. - Latin Ill
Yo I came in the door, and said it before. - Rakim Allah
No thanks , I'm saving myself until I get raped. - The Long Kiss Goodnight
It's on so you can swerve when it's heard in clubs I Thought patterns
displayed on Persian rugs I Equations are drawn up in paisley form I Mic it
stay warm my flow is Evian . - Rakim Allah

Sridevi Jamp ala
Sri
Time spent laughing is time spent with the gods. - Old Japanese proverb
Hope is a good thing , perhaps the best thing ,
and good things never die. - Shawshank Redemption
Just you wait 'enry 'iggins! - Julie and me
BOPP! - Anna
Shit happens. - Forrest Gump
When in doubt about where you are meant to be ,
look at you feet. - Buddhist saying
God shall be my hope I My stay, my guide and
lantern to my feet. -Shakespeare , Henry VI.Act 2.sc 3
A man is but a product of his thoughts . - Mohandas K. Gandhi

Christopher Hutchens
Chris, Chrispy, Chutchtepy
And each one there had one thing shared I They had sweated beneath the
same sun I Looked up and wondered at the same moon I And wept when it
was all done I For being done too soon . -Neil Diamond
Ride a white mare in the footsteps of dawn I tryin' to find a woman who's
never, never, never been born. - Led Zeppelin
It's even worse than it appears, but.. .it's alright I I will get by ...l will survive.
-Grateful Dead
Of all the things I value most in life I I see my memories, and feel their
warmth , and know that they are good I You know that I should.
- Black Sabbath
Many times I've wondered how much there is to know. -Led Zeppelin
The past is gone, but something might be found to take its place .
- Gin Blossoms
I've got my ship, and all her flags are a-flyin' I She's all that I have left and
Music is her name. - Crosby, Stills, and Nash
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Molly Lucia Kaput
Kapitan Kaputto, K-Put, Miss Molly
He's not bad , he's just hungry. - Mom
You 're just an empty cage girl I If you kill the bird. -Tori Amos
Ya know, my remote works if I point it at my forehead . -Dan
Tell me you're crazy, maybe then I'll understand . -Tori Amos
She's been everybody else's girl , maybe one day
she'll be her own. -Tori Amos
As we grow older it becomes difficult to just believe. It's not that we don't
want to, but too much has happened and we just can't. - Now and Then
We've divided up our court I It's our to defend I
I guard it with my life I with my hands I on my knees. - Nike
Just because it feels good doesn't mean you
can do it in the middle of class. - Matt
Even when its not intentional , what gets hurt
will never be the same. - The Revolt of Mother
Nobody loves no one. - Chris Isaak

Julie Hui-Guang Kaufman
Guang-Guang, Ency, Uliel
Life I love you I All is groovy. -Simon & Garfunkel
Bite the wax tadpole. - Duddy Pie's Chinese translation of "Pepsi Cola"
In women everything is heart, even the head. - JP Richter
Stilles Wasser ist tief. -German proverb
Julie's not as stupid as she sounds. - Alex, Code Breaker Kid
You think you're hot shit, but you 're really cold diarrhea.
-Welcome to the Dollhouse
Our greatest foes, whom we must chiefly combat, are within. - Cervantes
My favorite little 5-year-old. - Em ily
Remember my old saying . - Mummy's old saying

Christine Keller
A dream is a wish your heart makes. -Walt Disney
When has it ever paid you to turn your face from life?
Keep your faith ... look those deepest, darkest, most terrible fears
in the face and learn the lessons they've come to teach.
- When Heaven & Earth Changed Places
SQUAWK! -Me and Christine H.
Yeah , the girls like me because I put on some
Bitch-Come-Runnin' cologne. - Dan Trupin
So come and walk a while with me I the twisted trails and wondrous
worlds I've known I But this bridge can take you only halfway there I
The last few steps you 'll have to take alone. - Shel Silverstein
Oh my god! Are they from The Uniformed School
for the Fine? - Kathryn
Til the day we meet again I In my heart is where I'll keep you , friend
I Memories give me the strength I need to proceed I
The strength I need to believe. - Puff Daddy
What a long, strange trip it's been. -The Grateful Dead & AI
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Peter Kim
PK, Lil' Kim, Nuprin, Turd
Man , you want to know why I stink? Because I'm the shit. - JK
We got mo hoes than Swiss Cheese. -Jeff K, Me, and Too $hort
Quantumflakalaka!! - Sammy on seeing Mortal Kombat at Blockbuster
DO IT!!! - Macho Matt Cho
To part with your fears , you must tart with your peers. - Unknown
I've decided to go back to my roots and only speak Russian from now
on . Wait, except when I want candy or sex. - dk2 ''The Husky Rusky"
I remember thinking I'd go on forever never seeing your face again
I And I know the touch of you is hard to remember I But like your
touch I know no other I And for sure , we danced in risk of each
other I Would you like the dance the whole world with me? - DMB
Dreams and a restlessness of the soul came flowing to him from the
twinkling stars at night. - Siddhartha
Nightswimming I deserves a quiet night I I'm not sure all these
people understand I It's not like years ago. - "Nightswimming"

Jason Kimball
Kimnutz, Kimbalia, Ballz, Wason
We have no butter, but, would you rather have butter or guns? - Prodigy
Kick Ass! - Eric Cartmen
HEY KIMBALL! -The Guys
If you ride fast enough to the west, the sun will never set on you. - Salvatore
I want naked pictures of you and the animal of my chioce. - Monkey Boy
Does this make you horny baby? - Austin Powers
Yes, But how will that help us capture moose and squirrel? - Borris
Smells like SeaWorld! - Nick Musumecci
Baby, If you walk away, I'll just love you from behind. -Martin Lawrence
Kick his ass Seabass! - Dumb and Dumber
What you wanna do? Wanna be bailers, shot callers, brawlers? - Puff Daddy

Laura Marie Koritz
Beyond those distant hills, who knows what wonderful experiences.
And it's all ours for the taking Pidge. - Lady and the Tramp
Memory is the treasure and guardian of all things. - Cicero
We live our lives in the simplest moments. - Oprah
You don't burn out from going too fast. You burn out from going too
slow and getting bored. - Cliff Burton
You are the hick princess! -Anna
There is something about the outside of a horse that is good for the
inside of a man. -Winston Churchill
Come on guys, we're leav-ing. -Vivian
I'm so happy Laura Marie Koritz! - Emily
One thing. - City Slickers
We get older, and that's okay. We change , and that's okay. As long
as it's natural. - Lars Ulric
Never opened myself this way I Life is ours we live it our way I All
these words I don't just say I And nothing else matters. - Metallica
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Shwayta Kukreti
Success is determined by how determined you are to succeed .
- Geoffrey Lorenz
Be the change you want to see in the world . - M.K. Gandhi
You can't change the past, but you can ruin a perfectly good present by
worrying about the future. - unknown
Say what you have to say, not what you ought. -H .D. Thoreau
Nothing valuable can be lost by taking time . -A. Lincoln
Let me tell you the secret that lead me to my goal. My strenth lies solely in
my tenacity. - L. Pasteur
There is always a place at the top. - Persian Proverb
While it is important to win, it's imperative to compete.
- Dave Weinbaun
The most I can do for my friend is to simply be his friend.
- H.D.Thoreau
Good Luck. - Saurabh, Hemlata, Asha, Mukesh, Janardan
Guess what? ... ... (what?) .. ... .. - Julie K.
You're so Piglet. -Emily B.

Christopher Lamb
Bah! My calculator can do that! -Steve Severinghaus
People are DEAD! So, NO! You do not get partial credit! - Mr. Grathoff
Hey Guys! You 'll never believe the dream I had last night. - Chrispy
And now James Montgomery Irving makes his li 'l getaway. -Joseph Smarr
The goat is strong in this one . - Oro
Man , you 're weird . - Will
The great man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with
perfect sweetness the independance of solitude . - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Kirsten Melby-Thompson
Kirsy, Kirsty, KMTP, Melba Toast
Sometimes paper is the only thing that will listen to you.
- "Girl Power"
Hey, Lis! Maybe they'll swell! - Merf
Sail away, sail away, sail away! - KTMP, KTOP and Chole
And at night I like to listen to the stars.
It is like five hundred million little bells. -The Little Prince
A friend is a single soul dwelling in two bodies. - Aristotle
Ohmygod! This tastes SO good! "Ooh, heaven is a place on earth!"
Orgasm pie! -dinner party crew (PK, AM, Frenchie)
And I had a feeling that I belonged/ And I had a feeling I could be someone .. . - Tracy Chapman
You're so beautiful! I'll dream about you , mein Sch%otzchen.
-polish guy
When I get my license .. . - Katy & Kirsten
You're almost old enough to go to adult prison! - thanks, mommy.
You don't have to be sexy to be a whore, you just have to be naked.
-Charlie
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Megan Murphy
Meg go
Megan, surely I could fend off a midget. - Mason
How do you spend your rainfalls? -Bob Dylan
And if confusion comes and carries all my words away I loneliness and
being along don't always mean the same. - Aztec Camera
Nightswimming I deserves a quiet night I I'm not sure all these people
understand. - R.E .M.
Wynken , Blynken, and Nod one night I sailed off in a wooden shoe I sailed
on a river of crystal light I into a sea of dew. - Eugene Field
Hitch your wagon to a star. - Ralph Waldo Emerson
I arise from dreams of thee I In the first sweet sleep of night I When the
winds are breathing low, and the stars are burning bright I To see a world in
a grain of sand I And a heaven in a wild flower I Hold infinity in the palm of
your hand I And eternity in an hour. - William Blake
Lindy Bow-tie. - to the Moifee Family

Paul Nelson
Absolute power is a sticky wicket, and Arhtur, chum , you are the stickist.
-The Tick
Love is th icker than most bodily membranes, but not quite as sticky.
-The Tick
Down here I'm the apotheosis of cool. - Sewer Urchin
Paul , Iemme your butt. - Chrispy
I used to be temporarily insane now I'm just stupid. - Brak
The world would be a better place if all the leaders of the nations would
spend a little more time sitting on the potty.
-Space Ghost's mom

Jaclyn Peek
lacs, Aboo, Genghis
Grrrr! - Sasha, Pari, and me
Our cat called Sadie must be a capitalist because she always complains
that the mouse she just killed is dead. - M. Holloway
Where can the horizon lie I when a nation hides its organic minds in a
cellar, dark and grim I they must be very dim. - David Bowie
Every jumbled pile of person has a thinking part that wonders what the part
that isn't thinking isn't thinking of. -They Might Be Giants
Let the rain kiss you. - Langston Hughes
I am Iron Audrey! -Ms. Wells in social ad
Listen ... today we are gods. Our blue shadows are enormous. We move in
a gigantic, joyous world. - "Gods" by Vladimir Nabokov
I hate metronomes! - Anand
You would be a great model if you chopped your head off. - Pari to Hadas
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Sarah Pepin
That thing on the back of the cat is like a permanent mushroom to
me. -Audrey
OK ladies, spread your legs. - Kendra
I'm going to go get my chocolate fix from the vending machine.
-Kendra

Will Preece
Like a great blue salmon of justice, the mighty Tick courses upstream to the very spawning grounds of evil! - The Tick
Hey, you sass that hoopy Ford Perfect? There 's a frood who really
knows where his towel is. - The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
Shostakovich gave me the manuscript of the First Cello Concerto on
August 2, 1959. On August 6th , I played it for him by memory, three
times. After the first time he was so excited , so of course we drank a
little vodka. The second time I played it not so perfect, and afterwards we drank even more vodka. The third time I th ink I played the
Saint-Saens concerto, but he still played his. We were enormously
happy. - Mstislav Rostropovich

Vivian Rajeswaren
You don't stop laughing when you get old, you get old when you
stop laughing. - unknown
Life is what happens while you are making other plans.
- John Lennon
It's hard to change when you're already undressed. - Suzie
Spread your legs girls! ·- Kendra
The trail is the thing , not the end of the trail. Travel too fast and you
miss all you are traveling for. - Louis L'Amour
She was legal. - Mr. Carubba
Why am I so sweet and tasty? - Homer
Dammit, I'm naked! -Pari
Sometimes even music cannot substitute for tears. - Paul Simon
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Edwin Ramos
Nen(it)o, Ed(ifice), (Big) E. (-Bone)
He's a chunk! - Grammy.
"
." - Abuelita.
Lo que no mata, engorda. (What does not kill, fattens.) - Papi.
Cool your tools, bud! - Matka (Polish for "Mom").
Hell, naaaaaaa! - Ajit Chary.
The difference between pornography and rated-R movies is that in
R-flicks, sex is worked into the plot; in pornography, the plot is
worked into the sex. -Michael Baym.
Shall I muzzle you at this point? - Dr. Newman.
Where does it stiff? - Puja Bavda.
Stop showing off! - my 15-year-old brother, Elliot.
'Up, Bro! - my 3-year-old brother, Evan.

Adam Reynolds
Ad-man, Nap-nap, Joe Tundra
If you loved me, you'd eat that. - Andrew to Christian
My God Andrew, we're in public! -Christian to Andrew
My first qualification as mayor of the city of New York is my monumental
ingratitude to each and all of you . - Fiorello La Guardia
{Republicans} understand the importance of bondage between parent and
child. - Dan Quayle
I have opinions of my own-strong opinions-but I don't always agree with
them. - George Bush
The nuts factor is high! - Balazs Bognar
Emad , never take advantage of a man with his pants down! -Chris Gorski
If I weren't naked, I'd kick your ass! - Paul Herendeen

Alexandra Sapoznik
Alex, Alexbeck, The Virtuous One
You know what you could be for Halloween, Anna? A Hoplite
phalanyx!! -Julie
Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more, Men were deceivers ever; One
foot in sea, and one on shore, To one thing constant never. Then
sigh not so, But let them go, And be you blithe and bonny, Converting all your sounds of woe into Hey nanny nanny. -Shakespeare
Kill the subbies-take away their Beanie Babies. - Cynthia
Straight? Straight?! This road is as straight as Melissa
Etheridge! - Ursula on "just go straight" to my house
I like saying stupid things. - Julie
I am not pessimistic, I just hate the world. - Cynthia
How exactly is fast food a lifestyle? - Adrienne
We are such stuff as dreams are made of and our little lives
are rounded with a sleep. - Shakespeare
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Andrew Sefranek
Andy
Were you a ninja in a past life, or something? - Peter Ambrose
Your handwriting is atrocious! If your handwriting were a dog, I'd have it put
to sleep! - Mr. Sutton to Thomas Aref
I say, Binky, I think I'll have that cocoa now. - Algy, from "Reboot"
Antisociable I unemotional I and sensitive right down to the bone I My
personality I has possibilities I only a flaw or two I but I'm workin' on my
attitude. - grouch singer from "Follow that Bird"
RUN, RUN, and when you 're finished , RUN SOME MORE!!
- Mike the TV from "Reboot"
Let it be known to the entire knighthood .. .that whatever transgressions may
have weighed upon ...Our dearly beloved Pan Andrei Kmita ...they are to
pass from the memory of all. .. due to his later services and merit...
- Jan Casimir from "The Deluge"
Come to me, all you who are weary and find life burdensome, and I will
refresh you ... - Christ, Mt. 11 :28

Steven N. Severinghaus
sseverzn, sns
I lay my head on her bosom to cry myself asleep. I see no greater wisdom
than she has given me. -The Smashing Pumpkins, "La Dolly Vita"
Despite the fact your face scares children , I admire your coworkers.
- What Wally admires about Dilbert
You poison all your children to camouflage your scars .. .The boy that you
loved is the man that you fear. -Marilyn Manson , "Man That You Fear"
If you spin your love around the secrets of your dreams,
you may find your love is gone, and is not quite what it seemed.
-The Smashing Pumpkins, "thru eyes of ruby"
Keep looking shocked and move slowly toward the cake.
- Homer Simpson's Brain

Adrienne E. Shapiro
Adri, George Washington
Never take a stranger's advice I Never let a friend fool you twice.
-Chess
Back in the days when men were men and sheep were scared.
-Mr. Sutton
I have letter for ... friend? You ... open door? -Alex S.
Oy, it's so humid , it's like a sauna in here. - 2 Live Jews
There's nothing wrong with you that a little Prozac
and a polo mallet wouldn't cure. - Woody Allen
Life double-crosses with style I forcing you into a smile I
so it can kick you in the teeth. -City of Angels
Quack. - C.G.
Supreme executive power derives from a mandate from the masses, not
from some farcical aquatic ceremony. - Holy Grail
Yes, but let's not say "dumb-shit disciples" in class , Owen.
- A Prayer for Owen Meany
I didn't recognize you without the handcuffs. - Rent
... In the biblical sense. - R.T.
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Anna Maria Skorupa
Ania, Annabeck, Skoruuuupa
Hey there , little lambchop, I had boots like those when I was in the service.
- nice man at the bus stop
You know what you could be for Halloween , Anna?
A Hoplite Phalanx. - Julie
I see skies of blue, clouds of white , the bright blessed day, the dark sacred
night, and I think to myself, what a wonderful world . - Louis Armstrong
Does anyone have a large bottom? Hanan's lost hers. - Shawn
Hello ladies! -Tory
Fire in the heart and fire in the soul. - Matewan
Whatever! - Custard Cup girls
'When you wake up in the morning, Pooh,' said Piglet at last, 'what's the
first thing you say to yourself?' I 'What's for breakfast?' said Pooh. 'What do
you say, Piglet?' I 'I say, I wonder what's going to happen exciting to-day?'
said Piglet. Pooh nodded thoughtfully. 'It's the same thing ,' he said.
- Winnie-the-Pooh

Selin Song
Only a fool would deny there's no disgrace in failure ,
the disgrace is not to try. - Bud Marquette
Tell the employees to get wheelbarrows to carry my salary out of here.
- Dogbert
To be ignorant of one's ignorance is the curse of the ignorant.
- Amos Alcott
A friend loves at all times . - Proverbs 17:17
So long, crumb-bum. -Sunny
You're the boss! -Random Preschooler
I cou ld have danced all night, and still have begged for more. I could have
spread my wings and done a thousand things I've never done before.
- My Fair Lady
Carpe Diem. Seize the Day. Make you r lives extraordinary.
- Dead Poets ' Society

Joseph Smarr
Smarr
You think you know me, but you haven't got a clue . -The Beatles
There's someone in my head & it's not me. - Pink Floyd
Stupid people have a habbit of getting their way. - "The Day After"
Cows are very very stupid. - Mrs. Laughlin
Life's a journey, not a destination. - Aerosmith
Who are you to criticize my intentions? - Axl Rose
There's a difference between a nice chick with a piano and a mean,
vindictive ch ick with a guitar. - Mike Baym
'Tis better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to open your mouth
and remove all doubt. - Lisa Simpson
Shut up brain , or I'll stab you with a Q-Tip. - Homer Simpson
That would be like saying that my dog's not very smart because the last
time we played chess together, I beat him three games out of five.
- Jim Garrison
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Jarrett Spiro
Hey Brokish, I'm your bitch. - Rob Mills
I think I think; therefore, I think I am. -Ambrose Bierce
Shut up, listen, learn! You ... have ... no ... brain. No judgement calls
are necessary. What you think, means nothing.
What you feel, means nothing. -Kevin Spacey
Leave the gun, take the cannoli. - Clemenza
Brevity is the soul of wit. - Shakespeare
That's a little more than I wanted to know, Vincent. - Uma Thurman
You can't always get what you want. But if you try sometimes, you'll
find, you get what you need. - The Rolling Stones
Hard work pays off later. Laziness pays off now! - unknown
The less effort, the faster and more powerful you will be.
-Bruce Lee
No soap, RADIO! - unknown

Ryan Stoia
I eat butt. - Chrispy
Open, open my ass! - Chrispy
It's funny till someone gets hurt. Then it's hilarious. - George
For awhile, all I could get was girls. -Shannon

Zhenya Tumanova
Zhen 'ka, Nusha
The lunatic, the lover and the poet I Are of imagination all
compact. - Shakespeare
Imagine you're looking for studs in the wall. .. no not those studs!
- Mrs. Ridenour
Zhenya's teeter-totter doesn't balance ... never did! - Ursula
We are Jerusalem ... - Ursula and I
There is no Chris #3. We are Chris. -Chris, Chrispy, and Sam
In the end the love you take is equal to the love you make.
- The Beatles
KICK!!! -AI Ledgin
since feeling is first I who pays any attention I to the syntax
of things I will never wholly kiss you; - e.e. cummings
Je suis comme je suis I Je suis faite comme ca. - Jaques Prevert
you shall above all things be glad and young I For if you're young,
whatever life you wear I it will become you; - e.e. cummings
Je marcherai les yeux fixes sur mes pensees. -Hugo
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Ursula Wagner
Ursie, Uschi
Imagine ... -John Lennon (for Annie)
What do you see when you turn out the light? - Beatles
Very soon and in pleasant company. -Chinese fortune
We don't have a lord! We're an anarcho-syndicalist commune!
- Monty Python and the Holy Grail
Hello? .. .Can Ursula come over and play? - Zhenya's sister
I will not be pushed, filed, stamped, indexed , briefed, debriefed, or
numbered. - The Prisoner
No, Ursie! Stick your head in--not your butt! - Zhenya
If someone loves one flower in all the millions of stars, it's enough
for him just to look at the stars. - The Little Prince
We are Jerusalem! - me and Zhenya
It is only important to love the world, not for us to hate each other.
- Siddartha
Lay your book I on my chest I feel the word .. .feel it. -Tori Amos
Let the wild rumpus start! - Max (Where the Wild Things Are)

Matthew Walczewski
Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee. -Muhammed Ali
Forgive , but never forget. - JFK
Things may come to those
who wait, but only the things left by those who hustle. - Lincoln
I've learned that I should make the little decisions with my mind
and the big decisions with my heart. - Lisa Micele's poster
First, master the instrument. Second, master the music. Finally,
forget all that shit and just play. - Charlie Parker
If a tie is like kissing your sister, then losing is like kissing your
grandmother with her teeth out. - George Brett
Knowledge can be communicated , but not wisdom. One can find
it, live it, be fortified by it, do wonders through it, but one cannot
communicate and teach it. - Siddhartha
Whatever you choose to do in life , at least do it with conviction.

George Weisiger
It's day-glo marking paint. They use it on highways. - Paul
HEY!!! That was a wrestling move!- Luke Walczewski
Talk to the gentleman in black. He's from Mahomet.- Dan
Slichter
I like big butts. - Sir Mix-A-Lot
I wish every day was Yom Kippur. - Douglas Olin Mynatt
Weed is from the earth! God put this here for me ... and for you!
Take advantage , man ... take advantage ... -Smokey, Friday
Your arm just exploded. -Steve Adams
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Parjanya Zutshi
Pari, Parooski, Z-babe
I said, "Hey man, do you think you can help?"
He said, "Of course I can, I'm an elf." - Moxy Fruvous
What keeps a man alive is the fact that millions are daily tortured,
stifled, punished, starved, and oppressed. - Brecht
You disgusting freak! - Hadas
They did the nasty! -Jackie
She's one self-possessed cookie. - Mr. Zodhiates
Will you marry me? - Ma'am I would gladly
but I fear my ankle is twisted. - Orlando
Thunderous roar in my stomach ... Oh Baby! - Frank O'Hara
All this criticism about making me a productive member of society
and I had no idea how the society worked. - Utopia Train
Where I was a flower of the montain yes ... and how he kissed me
under the Moorish wall ... and then I asked him with my eyes to ask
again ... yes and his heart was going like mad and yes I said yes. A
thousand times yes. - James Joyce and Rick B.
Grrrrrrrrr ... -Jackie, Sasha, and me

Dedication
We, the Class of 1998, dedicate this yearbook, with deep
affection, to Emma Koenker, who will truly be forever young
and forever with us as we look back on our years at University Laboratory High School. Emma lost her battle with her
brain tumor at the age of 14 on August 16, 1995, a few days
before she would have started her sophomore year at Uni
High.
Emma received a poster on her 15th birthday that read,
"In a world full of copycats, be an original." In a way, this
statement exemplifies Emma's spirit. The little things, such
as wearing her hair in a unicorn-like ponytail, and the bigger
things, such as taking the side of the underdog, showed her
will to be different.
In remarks written for Emma's memorial service her
parents told us:
"This past year of her illness has been of course the most
terrible, terrifying year of our lives. But it also brought out
Emma Nadia Koenker
unforgettable qualities in Emma. When she learned of her
May 29, 1981-August 16, 1995
brain tumor, she was worried about two things: participating
in Agora Days--Uni's free-form week of extra classes--because she wanted to teach a class on "international
breakfasts," and her long-planned class trip to Germany. She conceded eventually that the German trip
should wait two years, but she taught her Agora Days class. Her next goals were to hold her 14th birthday
party and to attend (her sister) Hannah's graduation on the next day. She made those, too. Her summer goal
was to be here for the first day of school this past week. But maybe she knew all along that her presence
would be in spirit and not in body. Perhaps this is why she asked to be buried with the teddy bear given to
her on behalf of the whole freshman class last September: she had named him 'Freshman Bear' and he and
you will be with her always."
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Far left: Adri
displays all her
innate charm.
Left: John gets
down and
boogies. Right
center: Adam
shows off his
school spirit.
Below: A Brendan
in his natural
habitat.

Far Middle: Shwayta practices
her ballet. Left center: Nils in
his cups. Lower middle: "My
butt and my face, twice as
good!" - direct quote from
Paul. Left: Half the gang at
Megan 's party.
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The votes
are zn...

Best Hair: Nils &
Kirsten
Best Legs: Jason B.
& Christine K.
Best Dressed: Jason
B. & Selin
Able to Kill More
Conversations:
Jarrett & Vivian
Looks Best in a
Dress: Alex H. & Jill
Most Artistic: Ryan
& Cynthia
Imaginary Couple:
John & Selin
Cutest Couple: Nils
& Jill
Nicest: Andy & Sri
Biggest Flirt: Nils
& Suzie
Best Smile: Nils &
Zewde
118
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We just can't get a word in edgewise with Suzie and Joseph.

Most Naive: Thomas & Julie Most School
Spirited: Jarrett & Molly Most Athletic: Adam
& Megan Most Optimistic: Nils & Emily Most
Pessimistic: Karl & Cynthia Loudest: Joseph &
Kirsten Worst Jokes: Peter K. & Suzie Most
Likely to go to Jail: Ryan & Kirsten Laziest:
Jason Kimball & Pari Dirtiest Mind: Edwin &
Zewde Next Bill Gates: Joseph & Adrienne

Hardest Worker:
Andy & Shwayta
Biggest Overachiever: Edwin &
Selin
Worst Driver:
George & Pari
Most Likely to Rule
the World: Steve &
Selin
Sexiest: Nils & Jill
They're Talking
and They Can't
Shut Up: Joseph &
Suzie
Best Musician: Will
& Cynthia
Best Dancer: Peter
K. &Zewde
Most Likely to go
Insane: Edwin &
Kirsten

Top left: Nils and Jill, the sexiest
people are dating each other. Top
right: Andy and Shwayta work really
hard. Yeah, right. Middle left: Look
at the muscles on Megan and Adam!
Above: Cynthia and Karl are never
fully dressed without a smile. Bottom
left: Jason and Selin wanna be a
supermodel. Left: Peter and Zewde
demonstrate their dancing prowess
with... disco! ?I
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You used to be so cute!

Clockwise from upper left: Kirsten,
Nikkia, Molly and Suzie freshman
year; Joseph, Peter A. and Paul
subbie year at a dance; Christine
H. in Big Show freshman year;
Brendan strangles Michael
freshman year; George, subbie
year; the track team subbie year:
(t-b, 1-r): Eric, Adam, John C., Karl,
Emma, Peter A., Paul H. , Peter K.,
and Emily.
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Back when we could get away
with drooling on ourselves ...

orb orbdanebt

stamho fear
zisue krinaf

rusalu ganrew

nycalj ekep

weedz misisede

hezany munatoav

ahars nippe

lilw creepe

risdive paljama

nayr osita
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wedni orsam

nady nfarseek

axel nobhos

nerd ban
halolnoway-nah
egoreg sewigire

hicmeal mayb

shric ambl

najos nabt
hojn gerb

hyantic nagich

nadeneir apishor
mada ylenrsod
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terpe sramebo

richtisne hishe

ijta hyacr

arual rizkot
sanoj milblak

luije fakmanu

gamen ryphum
tarterj poris

lymlo pukta

lingial seilfrech

ripa stuzhi

lsin antonchiris

stirenk byte-homlmsopn
lupa lennos

hopjes rarms
lapu endenrehe

derpo soeder
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Senior Wills
I, Peter Ambrose, being of both mind and body hereby fling this stuff to the
following people. To Bryan Lung I leave Mass Fonk. To Nate I leave the Dog and
the Battle. To Yang I leave a better pork chop recipe. Hormozd gets my knowledge
of Busey Woods, my old man voice and 1-800-RED-MEAT. To the nation, I leave
a chicken in every pot and pot in every chicken. To Stichter I leave Harry DeGimp.
Guy gets to know what month it is whenever he wants. To Easy-E I leave a giant
ballpeen hammer to smite his enemies. Jeff gets a tire. And to Charles some good
running and permission to beat down any fools on the cross country team. To Tal
I leave some height. To Jing I leave any spare weight I have. And to one lucky
person, I leave a large bag of chalk.
I, Thomas Aref, being of sound mind and body, and being miserably beyond
compare, have decided to bequeath nothing of value. All I leave for current and
future Uni students are the essential keys to succeeding at various classes.
Remember these words and you will go far: Biology: Sex is the point of life.
Chemistry: Despite the close resemblance, a Bunsen burner is NOT a microphone.
Computer Science: Knowing when the abacus was invented does not help you
when it comes to programming in C++. English: Everything is related to one of
five topics: death, sex, religion, the english language, or debates. History: Go
with the flow! Latin: Est num aut numquam. Mathematics: Assume you know the
material. Prove you will fail the test. Physical Education: The more thy sweateth
in fitness, the less thy hurteth running thine SK. Physics: Beware of the Rat!
I, Jason Bant, being sound as the average bear, give these things out: Grossman
- a ride on the bus out of me. Helen - my cool kicks and a date to Talent. Joe,
Sumon, Balzout Nick, Luke, Tyson and Ty - whatever soccer skills I have to give,
good luck-R some madS, K some serious A. Orlando- a foxy female for all his
smoothocity. Schreppy- another kick-ass group of subbies. The subbies get an all
good four years to come. Dbate people: Jill - sixty gazillion bagel crusts with
interest, Molly can drive every car I ever own. Sorry Peter, Kim - some more of
my stupid-ass humor. Mango- a bathtub w/ feets, a trip to Hawaii, and love. John
can have whatever the hell he wants - anything. To everyone at the best school
ever - especially my homeez and homettes - thanks for being cool, I owe you all
more than a blurb in the YB. Seeya Bya.
I, Rebecca Bartlett do bequeath in this will these things. To Philippa, I leave a
man with style. To Becky M-B I leave a Russian babe and a good "up" so she can
set it. To Christine Manganaro I leave a 30+ hour day so she can do all the
extracurriculars she wants to do. To Bubbles, Nuzzo, and the rest of the bus group
I leave five happy years and a broken seat. To Matt C., I leave the woman he's
always wanted. To my sister Jenny I leave memories of Uni basketball games. To
Scott Strand I leave a Tri-Valley cheerleader. To Russian Club I leave many more
great exchange years, and to Masha, thanks for everything. Also thanks to ~
Murphy, the Uni history department, Mr. Stone, and all the other teachers at Um.
And to everybody else, thanks for everything, I love y'all.
I, Michael Baym, hereby bequeath the following: to Ella, a warm "Oy vey!"
and REM; to Matt Croisant, a 12 bar blues; to Amanda Ochs, a double cappucino;
to Carol, money for lunch and the craziness that is sophmore year; to Weej, Alias
and a piece of Key Lime Pie; to Oksana, a flower and a lead in a play; to Virginia,
more girl scout cookies than you can shake a stick at; to Marc, an umbrella and a
pint of blood; to Phillipa, a trenchcoat and a hat; Celeste, set crew, electrical tape,
and a can of paint; to the Math department, a trisected angle; to Anna, a Tarot
deck; to Amelia, Francois; to those who hate me, a smile; tq anyone who needs it,
a hug and a lucky star; and for anyone else not mentioned, I leave a steaming cup
of com tea.
I, John Berg, being a 6'2" WASP will this: Derek, Eli, and Richard get my
middle finger for leaving Alex and me by ourselves. Alex gets the state tennis title.
Kimball and Matt get their licenses, Ajit gets respect for the WHITE and I leave
the Ramoses the fact that URWHITE, eeehh-heeehhh! Mr. Stone and Madame
Lopez get my thanks for being the best of many good teachers I've had here. Sally
gets 10 lighning storms at 10 consecutive SKS (Eeehh-heeeh!). AK gets a Lakers'
title and a bigger house. To basketball playas: Sam gets 1st-team SVC and AllArea selections, Philrone gets SuperSophs invitation and starting spot on Warren 's
Parkland team Warren gets Phil and Brad Siuts. The "Biyatch" Dennis Mills gets
a shiner. Broke gets a jumper and the brute Luke.
Emily Brothers leaves these people this stuff: Imran- a Georgia Peach, Ariela 20 mile bike ride and lots of 8th period ice creams, Mellissa Wei- a pinch that
really hurts and all the U2 she wants, Tory- a good mud fight, Becca- an evil
double date and a log wood thing, Jing- a big sunny smile and a lap around the
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quad, Merideth- the GHOST BUS, Hanan- a game of roller-blade tennis, Celestethose fisherme.n at Lake of the Woods, Betsy- a typewriter and a calculator to
figure out fractions with, Ella- a ride, Katie Smith- a "hi", Alex Z- REPEAT
MILES!!! (YEAH!), Matt- a smile and a wave goodbye over my shoulder, and
finally, to everyone I like I leave W. Axl Rose, a bear hugm, and all my love.
I, Ajit Chary, to Ed, my brotha, I leave all that he wants ... if ya leave, I'll miss
ya, you're part of my family. Get some in college Nenito. Make sure Smoke E
gets some neinei. To El, some pussaii, all da dope shizznit I left behind,
POWERSLAMS, and carry on my legacy. To Ryan Stoia, a tanker of gas, a phat
match fo dis BIIIIAAATCH, and some thermite. To Eric "Killachink" Hsieh, more
memoriez of Northwestern, stay str8, and keep in touch. Tony Khan, now Don
Antony, keep my legacy alive and reign as the new Godfather. rule dis sucka. To
Chuck T., stay str8, leave ifya got da chance ...To Grossman, thanx for givin me so
much shit back in the day... I'll never forget it, I got into this school, and now I
graduate. To Ms. Jacobson, an elevator to kick people off of in hell. Peace out to
my doggz.
I, Cynthia Chiang, definitely being of neither sound mind nor body, leave a
raccoon, an epsilon, and a delta to Julie, several Rachmaninoff COs to Alex, one
exploding sheep and a gift certificate to Gertrudes Cow-Tipping Emporium to
Ethel (0 my swineherd!), an Italian waiter to Puja, duckface to Rebecca, the piano
in the attic to Amy, a neck tourniquet to Smarr, a spherical cow to Adrienne, and
an essay below the minimum word limit to Shwayta. To Ms. Morris I leave a film
of Bronowski frolicking with a naked baby, and to Mrs. Newman I leave a large
fly swatter so that she may smash unruly students like bees. Finally, to everyone
who likes to volunteer I leave a whale for you to save, and to any artistically/
musically inclined per on I leave the courage (that I lack) to go into fine arts and
NOT engineering.
I, Nils Christianson, do hereby bequeath: Audrey Miller lots of foreign guys,
Lis another Spring Break, Nick Pelafa some free stuff from Delight's, Amara and
Sara, schnitzel,Tweeter someone to keep him in line, the soccer team an undefeated
season, Brendan gets Suzie and a night in our tree, John gets all the girls he can
handle, to Jason I leave "Darnnit Janet", Jarrett gets a trip to Germany and a new
broom, Selin gets the USA Kickboxing Title, Matt gets a Dilbert book, Christine
a sexy cake, to Molly I leave a Dave Matthew's ong, the best back rub ever,, and
a eucalyptus branch, to Jill I leave two years (almost) of the best times ever, a
bowl of Ramen, a conservatory, and all the fun she can have in France. Lastly to
the school, our teachers and Uni High as a collective, I leave everything, because
lowe it.
I, Zewde Demissie, being of dirty mind, but clean body, hereby leaves thi
schtuff to these peeps. Ben Leff: a pat on the head and an "aww.." Laila: a free
facial . Beth: a curling iron and a bonnet. Jennifer Iversen: a Gwen Stefani voodoo
doll, a life size poster of Gavin, a cucumber, and Dave's eternal love. KT: BTW
pride. Kendra: the back seat of the basketball bus and many secrets. Sammy and
Dan M-D: a Sprite. Mendendrop: a "you 're so cute." Sean M-D: orne stilts. Petey
B: a wrestling match on a lounge couch. Crystal Zyeh: a hug and a lift into the air.
Gillian: an excuse for being late, a love for Canada, and a smile. Cyndra: an
eternal friendship, many thank-you 's for always being there and understanding,
Tyson, and Tupac. Lastly, Rob Mills I leave a kiss and a piece of my heart.
I, Pedro De Rose, of unquestionably questionable mind and body, hereby leave
the following to the following as follows: I hereby leave Ligia De Rose several
copies of the elevator key, to des tribute as she sees necessary, as well as a beatingfree life at Uni. To Benjy Smarr, I leave a correct yearbook, a non-misspeled
name, and several well executed negative weej smacks (I'll take the retribution
later). To Alex Thaler I leave a backbone. To Katherine Lamb, I leave a bit of pity
for her brother. To Pint Size Louie, I leave the Gang of Three Reduced by Two. To
Scott Strand, I leave the knowledge that I will always think of him as Scut. And,
perhaps most importantly, I leave Colin Kennedy, Andrew McNabb, and Matt
Nuzzo one of, if not THE, most thorough and merciless beatings of their live , as
far away from any lawyers as possible.
Body and Fahrner I of sound John, being mind, hereby leave the following
stuff to the following people: Hormozd is first in line with a scam and a pink shirt.
Dan F. gets a mix tape. Avanti's goes to Imran. Philippa can have my car magazine
collection and all of my famous decision-making skills. In return I want a Briti h
accent. Christine M: you get my other 911. Kimball : a hockey game with drunk
people. Joe, Nick, Luke, Sumon- you get my fraction of the soccer team. And
Sumon gets a left foot. Jill can have some cool gift from a foreign country (even
though she's been to them all). Brendan gets a ride to Danville to drive in thel5mph zone. Selin gets the very best car I can find, some chocolate, and my fashion
sense. To Brother - you can have whatever you want from my room - except my
cool stuff. Sister can handle all of my phone calls.

I, Jill Fleischer, being of sound body and out of my mind after dealing with
this book, leave these things to these people: Mango - ingrown hair and Herman
the Trash Compactor. Adrienne - the ability to Fed Ex anything you want and the
secret message. John - Tia Carrera or those Horses ... your choice. Jason- the outside of every bagel I will eat. Hsiedy- The Wheel, 9,000 NBA championships,
and our High-five. Mr. Murphy - Carmen Miranda. Nils - your nickname and the
memories. Zewde - the dolphin. Selin - our fitness routine, the comics, and anything she needs to take over the world. Joe - the blackmail pictures of Ben. The
Parking enforcers I leave in a hell where everyone is parked legally and the meters
don't run out, even if you wait. Everyone else- a hug, I'll see you 'round when I
get back from FRANCE.
I, Suzanne Noelle Zita Franki, being of confused mind and curvey (sic) body,
do hereby bequeath the following items to the following benefactors: To Ariel a
hot pink and lime green sportsbra. To Barb some good office help with pretty
handwriting. To Crystal a few more plays, a few more fifth hours, a seat in chorus,
and some hugs. To Molly Lucia, South Park, a talkative mouth, a listening ear, &
a shoulder (to employ as you see fit). To my fellow I-74 travelers I leave more
delightful trecks and the assurance that I am comming home at least once this
week. To the crew: much love. And Brendan, I leave you the rest, as it shall surely
return to me in six years.
I, Karl, leave to: Tory Depew, Crystal Zych, Beth Slattery, Hanan Jassim, Tali
Weinberg, Roaa Al-Heeti, Christine Meganaro, Jennifer Iverson, Emily Wisseman,
Oksana Maksymchuk, Matt Croisant, Ilina Kuriashkina, Jack Monahan, Eric Portis,
Eithan Ritz, Marc Alexander, Meredith Main, Celeste Lecompte, Beatrice Burton,
Crystal Yates-White, Nick Pelafas, Alex Tarr, Ariel Zodhiates, Amy Chew, Natalie
Ceperly, Kendra Cord, Daniel Finnerty, Reed Martin, Amanda Ochs, Ella Rotman,
Kate Techtow, Phillipa Soskin, Katherine Lamb, Melinda Taub, Michaela Tarr,
Matthew Woodbury, Joe Sapp, Bryan Lung, Matthew Harrington, Masha Gelfand,
Helen Estabrook, Noah Zych, Katie Sutton, and Claire Wegel. You all have my
respect and affection. Take care of my school and make it yours. If something is
wrong, change it. When something is right, love it. Don't be afraid, don't be
embarassed, be yourselves, speak up, and be heard.
I, Brendi, "being" do bequeeth the following doo-dads to the following folks.
To Nils, I leave a baseball bat and a bag of Kiwi's. To Molly, I leave some talking
because we don 't. To John and Jason, I leave each other because females have
forsaken ye. To Selin, I leave the wallop she deserves. To Peter, I leave a "Stop
you're bothering me!" You know how to pronounce it. Last and certainly most, to
Suzie, I leave everything. It's yours. And now for the young 'uns. To Chewbacca,
my favorite subbie, I leave the debt of ten dollars he still owes me. To Whorenosed, I leave a bust in the chops. You deserve Homey. That's it. Everybody feeling left out right now, I leave you some reality. I have too much anyway.
I, Paul Herendeen, being of sound mind and body, give the following stuff to
the following people: Dan Stichter gets a keg (of Natural Light), Reynolds gets
the 40 I owe him. Hormozd gets Dug, Dug gets a gun, Sally gets to clean up. EazyE gets lanes one AND two, Nate gets an elbow anyways. Kerry gets chocolate
yrup and a whip, Jeff gets what he really wants. Chuck gets his class (sorry, but
there's nothing I can do). Bryan Lung gets props. Lis gets an ear infection. Any
subbie wearing a 311 shirt while reading this gets a beat down, courtesy of Alex
Sansone. Uni dances get a real Dj and a crowd that doesn't bitch. Smyth gets the
world (you can thank me later). You all get what you deserve. And finally, all
those not graduating this year get Uni. It's not my problem any more.
I, Alex Hobson, leave the following mess ... Eli, Richard, Derek, John, and anyone else who left gets my jealousy for getting out of here so quick. Berg gets 6
inches and a walkong spot on the UI bball team. Tony Khan gets $3.25 andAntawn
Jamison in the draft. Andy Mitas gets some hymenoptera. Joel Beesley gets a 7ft
transfer from the chicago public leagues and a real staff. Ty and lllina get the
future of the Uni tennis team. I will the Edifice a pooper scooper to pick up after
himself. I leave Ajit the loss of all pigmentation of his body. I leave Greg Smith
some nailclippers.
I, Christine Hsieh, am leaving the following: To Audrey and Nell, some juicy
lamb-on-a-wheel and booming calves. Helen- a sports bra with a zipper down the
middle, a trip to Taco Bell. Helen and Amara- big buff muscles! Phil gets a nonbutt-touching hug, CLOVES, and iron lungs cause he sure as hell needs them. To
Lissy-poo, I leave a mega hug, floppy earlobes, and a personal masseuse. Kendraa humongous butt-circle! To Tyson and Sara- thong underware and crunchy Kenney ice, respectively. To Brokish, I leave 3.5 hours of Leo, and a girl. To Art and
Sean - cheap 40s and deep voices. Big dorky Grossman gets a ride home, bony
boulders, and a girl his own age (J/K!). To Schrep- chicken and wild rice! To
Yong-Bee, I leave 1st violin- YEAH RIGHT! Keller - cloneship ,
HEEENNNNHHH, and SQUAWK!!! Mr. Murphy - many thanks for putting up

with me, green-tea ice-cream, and Ms. Gomez.
I, Eric Hsieh, leave the following people this shiznit. To Dan Stichter, a keg of
IceHouse. To Tony Khan, my Nihongo skills. To Matt Harrington, my nunchaku
to beat down those with anti-black sentiments. To Charles Terry, strength to tolerate this damn place. To Grossman's wack ass, a beatdown and a pile of Puff Daddy's
steaming crap. To Sumon, a track workout inside Beckman. To Chris Otto, ever
ready sight-reading skills. To Ajit Chary, three fingers raised up in the sky and a
peace for being there whenever someone needed a hand. To Chris Hutchens, a jar
of vaseline. Zewde gets much love and a hug. To Jason Kimball, my car, which he
seems to drive as much as I do. Paul Herendeen gets my beloved collection of Eric
B. and Rakim CDs. To everyone that dissed me, FUCC PEACE. To all the other
homeyz, much love and future blessings.
I, Chris P. Hutchens, being of sound, mind, and body, do hereby relinquish the
following goodies to: Steve, his soul; Tory, a really spiffy guy; Matt C, a red
Barchetta, four sticks, & a whole Iotta love; Adrienne, a Pascal compiler; Hormozd,
a little Evil Party Power; Bortis, Banzi, & Christine M, some good, clean Japanese
fun with Matt, Tony, & Chan-kun, along with my deepest sympathy; Tony, all my
pride; Weej, a piece of key lime pie; Beth, a spot in Madrigals; Jack, the eternal
search for Mr. Happy-Pants; Joe Ciolli, a hearty "hey" and some mad, funky
improv skills; anyone who wants it, a flarnin' shmegegge; Ray, six (two?) degrees
of separation; the Class of '98, all my love and support; and finally, all my teachers,
especially Mrs. Newman, Mrs. Jockusch, Mr. B, Mr. Sutton, Mrs. Ridenour, Mr.
Stone, and Tomuson Sensei, a special thanks for stimulating my interest in a variety
of fields. Long live Uni!
I, Sri Jampala, leave the following things to the following people: to Sarada,
my fellow Andhran,Telugu Power! ; to Melissa (aka Elvis), Bryan L., and Puja, a
passing "Hi!" in the hallway; to Amanda, one of those evil Chia pets; to Jill, a
Minnie Mouse pencil; to Anna, human slingshotting and a delirious "I Dream of
Jeanie" song; to Alex, delirious laughter for a certain ''Toulouse" joke; to Emily, a
mix of crazy Irish jig/Bharatnatyman step sessions in the bathroom; to Natalie, a
drunnken penguin; to Ella, some good puns; to Laura, my closet full of dead
goldfish; and thanks to everyone who has made the past five years so much fun!
I, Molly Lucia Kaput, being of volleyball (and soccer) body and mind hereby
bequeath the following items: Ginny a hug, setting skillz, a more pettable cat;
Meterdorp the volleyball team, a softball; K.C. the volleyball team, a messed up
blown kiss; Lis the volleyball team, a scary movie; Kate T. something I can't say;
Willie a piddle; Schrep a shot to the nads; Christine M. people hiding in your
bathroom; Kate M. a 'Gap Jeans' t-shirt; Joe S. a good solid hair messing up;
Duane a new screen door; Brian C. new cards; Tyson knitting needles, matching
clothes; Luke something cool I couldn't think of; Cyndra a ride home; Magical
Mike many bagels; all my classmates memories to last a lifetime; a big 'I miss
you ' to all we lost along the way. And to THE CREW, all the love in the world.
May you have all your heart desires. Keep in touch.
I, Julie Hui-Guang Kaufman, do bequeath to the following: Melissa: the answer
to everything. Scott: a mission and fragrant pillows. Katie: a duet of "EdelweiB".
Amanda 0: a year without death poems. Shwayta: "school is cool" memorabilia.
Paul N: silky smooth hair. Cynthia: a gazillion paper clips and sole control of the
universe. Karl: urn ... money? Will: "Why are you so happy?" Rebecca & Ursie:
Montessori power (teach everyone the correct way to sit in a skirt.) Adrienne:
Westinghouse. Rob: five marks and a dirty look. Emily: my Green/Pink book
(RRRip!) Sri: singing in the halls "Oh happy day with joyous glee!" Laura: a skip
down the hall after school and somethign orange. Alex: purple potatoes and nine
years of memmories. Anna: physics minus the teacher "Guess what? I'm stupid!"
Everyone else: an ultra-toothy smile and a laugh that makes you cry.
I, Christine Keller, leave Kathy Lee soMe cArtoons, Many A cruise in the
explorer, the Boob caRd, &A reD suburban; mountain dew, the Bucket, and goggles
that are ALWAYS at optimal tightness. Take care of the Faithmobile and Busta
Rhymes! To Zewde I leave my thanks for the notes you always lent me when I
missed class and a smile. To Adam I leave some refried beans and a "hello bitch".
Matt W. - the Criminal Matt poster. John F. - you must wear The Pink Shirt at
LEAST once a month at college! Jeremy- admission to Babson college. Finally to
my clone, Christine Hsieh, I leave DAVID DUCHOVNY (enjoy!), "hennnnhhh"
and icha icha, free stuff from Folletts (just for you, Emily Chen!), my thanks for
being a GREAT friend for 5 years, all the things I forgot to mention, and a big ol'
SQUAWK!!!! Keep in touch y'all! :)
I, Peter Kim of mellow mind and yellow body give up this aktion: Uni
futballers get deluxe-flag-a-roos, renditions of "You' ve lost that loving feeling"
and Muzzy Ball (Coach Mike May have muzzy ball, too). Mango, Fart and Chewie
get many wild late nights in the Mac (Daddy) Lab. T. Masar gets T. Bell ... sike!
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KTshmatykuh gets a freestyle gospel recording contract, a reminder that "I hate
you soooo much!" and movie rights for "From BUNK-O to PUNK-0." BGP gets
a pixie stick "J." Suman gets teeth. Lian Alan gets a last name. The thuggish ruggish
Sohn gets quantumflakalaka. Joe gets a "Led Zeppelin" CD. Cyndra get a bzzz
and a 360 high 5. Nate gets my old skoal cheers. Helen gets an even more up-tothe-minute an wering machine and conversations about nothing. (Hey hey it's ... )
The NeUburger gets geometric turd shaping powers, forehead hits, "Executive
Producer Peter Engel" moments, "Totally Sh*t" and a tic-tac steak. Audrey gets
an open window where she is always welcome. B-bye and Rocksteady ... outtios.
I, Jason Kimball, being of ingenious mind and fine body do herby dole out the
following: To John F, a life filled with happiness, and equine erotica. To Nick M,
the hair brushes and combs of all the people in the world that he hates. To Helen,
a pair of pants to do whatever she wants with (Happy?). To Eric, many future
encounters with gay guys at 'the store', and a gun. To Zach, I give him permission
to refer to my name in his new book "From Homo To Crack Fiend: the Story of My
Life.", by Zachary Yemma Long. To his little brother Adam, The knowledge that a
well paying, full-time job is infmitely more important than nintendo. To Wally, a
full time job at Victoria's Secret in the fitting department. To Travis, well, I'll give
him what he deserves. To Steve, Jared, and Mary, a great time in school.
I, Laura Marie Koritz, leave the following things to the following people ... To
Betsy a muffin, Natalie a lime shake-up and a dandelion crown, Tory my favorite
saying (remember?), Hanan a towel, Ana a slow long run, Celeste the fan, Katy
any radio station she wants, Jing a good old quad run, Ella a ride and a mix tape,
to Melissa the knowledge that Axllikes U2 too, Crystal some play-dough, Ariel
some Kellogg's Honey Nut Crunch Corn Flakes, Alexandra MORE repeat miles,
Katie a wave in the hallway, and to everyone else, fun and good times cuz that's
really important, remember that, and of course my undying love of the likes of
Metallica and Axl Rose, since that will definitely help with fun and good times.
And much luck to everyone.
I, Shwayta Kukreti, hereby leave: Katy, Ariel, power to lead French Club;
French Club members- Dinner; Celeste, Crystal, UMEC; Meredith, a smile; Hanan
an hour conversation; Puja an evening with her "Springfield Guy;" Kathryn three
more years ofUni fun; the PCCs fun with Lisa, listening to her go through doggie
withdrawal; Jeremy, Rupi, Agora Committee. Cynthia an endless amount of wire,
paper, paperclips; Sri a game of Antakshari; Zhenya an hour on the telephone,
hugs; Alex S. computer-phobia medications; Rebecca another pair of jingling shoes;
Anna and Laura a ride home with me driving; Emily my Clean CC shoes from
Junior Year; Ur ula, hugs, smiles; Adrienne a game of "Mercy"; Rob a night at my
house eating Rice Crispy Treats. Lisa and Dean-A BIG THANKS, Smiles, A
Hug; all of my teachers-my sincere gratitude and appreciation. Thanks everyone
for making Uni a great experience for ME.
I, Christopher Lamb, of benevolent mind and body would like to bestow to
those that crave it what they deserve.This being: To my sister Katherine I leave
our house, but without me in it, and a smooth ride through Uni (be happy). To
Nick Pelafas I leave the most painful ass crack splitting wedgie of his life. To
Celeste I leave someone who has more interesting answers to "hello, how are
you?" To Dan Grossman, an obsessive compulsive urge to never touch a stereo
again. To Tori I leave more fans. Ty on, you've got the soccer skills, I' 11 be watching
next year. That goes to the rest of the team as well. To all those interested in Drama
I leave one yellow spandex suit that isn't mine, and a $2500 a day banana habit. To
the faculty and staff of Uni I leave many grateful thanks for 5 stupendous years.
Peace, love, and happiness to you all. Thanks for being patient.

Kir ten M.-T. leaves another "girl thing" to all her ladies (wffP & a paragus!).
To KTOP: millions of jungle parties, yummy blueberry cheesecake squares, a
road trip to every state, & an Enya song. ILuvU, "fat lady"! To the Great Gumbino:
an exact replica of Leo, another conversation about pillows, a lifetime supply of
American Spirit, & the confidence that you can become a world-famous chef! To
Chole: wine shots!, a bread box to love, talks over onion rings at Zorba 's, & a oneway plane ticket to Australia. To Audrey and Lis: another midnight swim across a
lake (NAKED!). To Nell: butterfly kis es, nights at Espresso, & Saturdays in LOTW
with KT. To Audrey: 1000's of mushroom shish-kabobs. To Kendra: a chocolate
fix from a vending machine! To Lis: a zillion cafe mochas & a plant to hide behind
at Perkin's. To Nick: a rave in Chicago. To Chrissy: SMOOCH! To Ginny:
DOUBLE SMOOCH! To Bri-Bri: another trip to Rome. To my little brother,
Chuckle: I leave this cockroach infested place-1 know I'll miss it once I leave.
To everyone, I leave my spirit, to haunt you forever. All my love, peace, & a
srnile ... AMO ROMA.
I, Megan Murphy, leave Hormozd 3 pistachios, sour paunches, newspaper
clippings, and a friend who is as crazy as he is; Sara Medendorp a firm, genuine
handshake during games; UHGB continued success ... Oakwood schmoakwood; I
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Love Katy some weet dreams, and a yearbook with no face or a sloth; Nick
Pelafas my hand in marriage; Nell Burger some good, down-to-earth conver ation
and the tradition of Monicals s and b; Nate Mathews another sweet "ness ' H4H
trip to Sherard and the piece of mind that accompanies, and a random late-night
letter; to the wonderful staff (RM"2, DS, MM, LM, JB , BS, and CB) a whopping
thanks. Kate gets someone to look at her braces while she's talking, a bandana and
LH, an empty top bunk, and happiness (aww heck ... even a hug and a smooch).
I, Paul Nelson, being of my own body and soul (for what it's worth ... ), do
hereby bequeath the following : to Hormozd, a Uttle Evil Party Power; to Jason
Boyd, the la t name of Grayson, o he' ll never call me that again; to Jack, orne
really, really happy pants; to Adrienne, orne long nails and a big hunk of omnipresence; to Chrispy, Phoenix the Warrior; to Nick, a big wad of cheese; to Mr .
Newman, my great love of Latin; to Mr . Ridenour, a radio play that finally make
sense; to Mr. B, a great big hug on graduation day; to Andy Mitas, a big high-five
and a pile of fish ; to Thomas, his own special turn-ons; to Tory, a warm hug on a
cold day; to Cry tal, my love and friend hip; to Jill, a hot French guy; to Ryan, all
my fruitishness; and to the Class of '98, pants.
I, Jaclyn Peek, leave the following people the following: to Nick, an infinite
yellow brick road and a bowl-full, to Tory, a rose in eternal bloom for giving so
many flowers and always having a hug for me, to Jimmy Prell, a day in which you
are clueless about music theory, and to Lis, my apologies for being a bitch. To
David Simms, I leave madrigals (because you kick ass), and, finally, to Crystal
Yates-White I leave my memories of The Life and a ticket to New York.
I, Will Preece, being of fairly sound mind and/or body, leave the following
stuff to the following people. To Ben Leffl leave a carpool, when he's old enough
to drive. To Tyson, Sean, Matt, Joe, Dan, Luke and all I leave the Jazz Band. To
Alex Tarr I leave a graduation in 1999. To Matt I leave the Funk. Last and least I
leave Lian 17 fragile porcelain mice.
I, Vivian Rajeswaren, leave this stuff. To Ginny, a buttsmack and 2 great year ;
to Ariel, 2 hot guys, a great valentines day, and a grape; to Tory, a lifetime' supply
of crack and orne poppy seeds; to Reed, a "Hi Reed! "; to Jeremy, a random p.e.
conversation; to Lis, a smile, a lot of fun, and a great senior year; to Sara M. , lots
of luck, and great v-balJ seasons; to Jack, a smack in the head with a pillow; to
Chris Chen, Kavi, and Cyndra, a hug ; to Jeff, someone with all of his free hours to
bother him; to Luke, something to throw at Jeff; to Scott, a stab in the stomach
with a fork; to Dave Thomas, my tape that he still has; to Suman, more fun waiting for rides and an underclassman to harass; and finally, to anyone that I forgot, a
fun life.
I, Edwin Anthony Ramos, can be-quif objects of hatred and malice toward
those who disrespected me. Instead, I hall leave behind my love and forgivene .
To Murph'wad go my wholehearted thanks for denying me Madrigals and chasti ing
me frequently; without this treatment, I would not be the man of patience and
heart that I am today. Likewise, to Butler go all the historical papers and tests
where I am right, and he undeniably i wrong. Thanks to all the faculty and staff
for supporting me; Almighty knows that you did it in mysterious, self-conceited,
and self-righteous ways. To my brother and our clique, I instill some of my Freudian
superego to get through the gauntlet that thi nowy-white institution throws at
our bodies. To the Class of 1999, I leave hope ... 2000, poser-prop ... 2001 , zingerantidote .. .2002, a shred of my intelligence. Finally, I leave HC more apologies
though she owes me many more.
I, Adam Reynolds, leave the following: to Jeff, a 15:23, a fourth place state
finish, and lots of runs by himself. To Nate, I leave my stall and the ability to
organize lots of ultimate frisbee games without giving anyone more than 45 minutes
notice. To Crystal Y-W and Natalie C. I leave lot of fun swimming the 500. To
Katherine Faith, I leave a box of rocks. To Charles, I leave lots of Chuck runs. To
the XC team, I leave some confidence in your abilities and another trip to state,
and to Doug, I leave some peace and quiet. To Adam Ragheb, I leave the Uni
High boys swimming legacy and the knowledge that he has a really cool first
name. To everyone else, I leave my thank for five great year .
I, Alex Sapoznik, hereby leave the following to the following: Phillippa I leave
a triple axel and a rousing rendition of "may it be a happy year". Natalie C. a
canoe paddle for "danse de Ia pagiae" and for my little bus buddies I leave a stres
reliever for Melissa and an empty seat so y'all can it. Tal I leave a lollipop. Tara
a something nifty but I can ' t think what. Laura gets a corn-fed cow and a diet for
Ralph. Emily a meerkat. Cynthia a couple of tapes of REAL music. Sri and Shwayta
a wedding or a party every Saturday for the rest of their live . For Rebecca Ilia
Kulik's wings and for Becky a GOOD ba eball team. To Annabeck goe a pair of
socks and a bottle of vodka. For Adrienne the ability to boil water and WIXY (you
know you love it). And last, but not least, to Julie I leave a tube of power, a copy of
"The Codebreaker Kids" and a pair of dark sunglasses-I'm gonna miss you.
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I, Adrienne Shapiro, bequeath the following people the following sequins of
my benevolence: ktecbtow- a copy of the purity test; PhysicsB - 15 more minutes of dipoles, ARF, Star Wars, and doomsday devices; hchiang: Krazy K; pderose:
Caiaphas's voice; gfleisch - Jacob; chutcben - a good night's sleep & Richard
Stamos; C++ class -PASCAL; sjampala - Furman v. Georgia; jkaufman - the
INSTITVTE: Walcott 307 & athena; pkim - a sewing machine that works; clamb
- paddleboats; pnelson - omnipresence; asapozni- the library, meissen, Indochine,
de bilbo, my house, the Spectrum Crucifix, the guillotine & a secretary; jsmarr- a
copy of "How to Win Friends and Influence People"; uwagner- Piedade, not-sopure answers, a go-between, the occasional clue, and a candy bar wrapper; askorupa
-a glass of water, not Sprite; pzutshi - 10 Ithaca Hours; DANIEL - sthmoke, the
freakass gene, Kenny's pudding, the Vibemaster Pleasure 2000, and my witty
rapport. To the Uni collective - some east coast cynicism and Broadway
appreciation.
Anna Skorupa leaves the 9ABrown group a Custard Cup that's open yearround and the smallest car that could possibly fit all of you. To Phlippy I leave an
unlimited supply of bath buddies and the man (or men) of her dreams. Tory gets a
glowing butt, Hanan a perfect sky over south farms, Jing a guy worthy of the
attention she dishes out, Ella a pun wor ethan "We're Doug-less", Melissa flying
boobies and a pinch to the upper leg, Becka thanks for being the original rebel
goose and a log-wood thing, Ariel a dip in Lake of the Woods and a place for her
in every senior slacker class, and Celeste a pocketful of corn. To Mrs. Jockusch
I leave the Uni Bug Katie and I swiped. Finally, to anyone who ever needed
anything to smile about, I leave a meerkat, a sock, and a jolly good-willed monk.
I, Joseph Smarr, being of fluctuating mind and sound body, do hereby bestow
the following legacy on Uni High: To ATarr, BChou, CPAK, DSM, and EPac, I
leave the challenge to continue the nickname alphabet (can you get all the way to
PSL?). To Ella, I leave the friendship of all my future girlfriends (for consistancy's
ake). To Oksana, I leave a big hug. To Maria Zych, I leave the power to laugh at
anyone who makes fun of you. To Benjy (Weej !), my wonderful brother, I leave
the "Smarr" legacy, with all its baggage. To Chas, I leave the glorious title of "The
Original Magical Backstabbing Ninja". Finally, to all my sophomore swordfighting
buddies, I leave control of the infamous Medieval Combat agora days class. Enjoy
your stay, I'm out to the coast!

I, Selin Song, being of sound mind and body, hearby bequeath the following:
to Molly and Suzie a steamy, hot photo shoot, to Zewde some really high platform
shoes. I love you Bobbie, Kelli, and Yolanda. To Jill I leave the Sunday cartoons,
and to Christine M. a huge bear hug. To John I leave an endless telephone conversation and a shopping trip. To Jason I leave a night at Perkins, to Brendan a good
laugh, and to Nils my ninja skills. I also leave Ian and Ben a ride anytime, Dan a
new Monday night steady, and Joe a night on the town and my scrunchie collection. To Philippa, Beth, Betsy, and of course Tyson I leave an awesome S4BW, a
game of dominos to the Men's Emergency Shelter crew, and to Rachel and Nicola
I leave IGC eggplant power. Lastly, I leave my family and Uni many thanks and
continuos love for the best years of my life .. .so far.

ain't younger than him and a Singapore-style caning. Cbrispy gets some self esteem.
Roberts gets a day off. Hsieh gets all the poofs he wants. And the rest a' you get
your teeth kicked in. I'm outta here.
I, Zhenya Tumanova, leave this smiling pile of gifts at your feet. Karl and Tory
-our very own [Funeral] Home. Strip poker and 4AM Eis for Uschi. Pari, 3AM
Perkins and allergies. Organdy for Pedro, swift prancing for Chris, and Chrispy quiet smiles and on-times ... Mrs. Laughlin, delight in all things of ink, movement
and style. My Health class - an inner lining+ the sanity I lost there. My car-floor
cereal for Chaela, and pancakes and vanilla for the swimmers. Mr. Bergandine- a
regular worker and labels. Herr W. -a regular russian anglo-franco-german brainwash! UMEC - my fascination and a huge hug. To beloved Uni youthful eyes,
rooms of curiosity, crazy spirits, and free voices I leave many thanks and an unfading
memory of all the amazing good times. To my own class, all my lovin' and hang
on tight the trip has just begun!
I, Ursula C . Wagner, being of sound mind and metaphysical body, leave the
following: the swim team, a coach who will oversleep once a season, a perfect
day for the fountain . Nat-Nat, time to shower. Betsy, sugary cereal. Chaela, lots of
SKA! Phlippy, the title of Scrappiest. Matt C., a stairway to heaven. Jeremy, peace
of mind. Bethy, my absolute power over Uni theatre. Nick S., the little plastic
babies. Chas C., an art teacher to stalk, the knowledge that you just kick ass.
Tyson, the big T, a chyort-voz'rni. Nick P., new boxers and The Art of Kissing .
Kavi, a great big bug, a perfectly drawn heart. Tory, all my lovin' and a zig-a-zigah. Masha, what else but coffee and sedatives (not to mix together). Mr. Z ., General
Tso's chicken. Mr. Sutton, a big hug, Hippie Week. Ms. Wells, dreams-come-true,
a mango lassi. I leave all my teachers my utmost gratitude.
I, Matt Walczewski, being strong enough for a man but pH-balanced for a
woman , leave the following people the following stuff: Tyson - a quick but
excruciatingly painful kick in the ass (I mean that in the best way); the Jazz Band
-the knowledge that it don't mean a thing if it ain' t got that swing; Rick Murphy
- much thanks and admiration for all that you have made possible for me and the
rest of the students at Uni; the lounge- a jukebox with a quintissential history of
jazz recordings; Stichter - a lawsuit; to Sally, an extra set of keys ; Dug - a four
foot hickory stick to whup those deservin ' whuppin 's; Joe Sapp - a Russian
Helicopter to share with his brother; Ian- an old-fashioned St. Joe Noogie; Lisamy ever-lasting gratitude; and fmally, Luke - I leave the power and determination
to do your best in everything you attempt. Seeya.
I, George Michael Weisiger, being of soft , chemically imbalanced mind and
hard body do hereby bequeath the following to the following; To Nell Burger, I
leave a part of my heart that no one else will ever have, the part first loves are
made of, I leave her one more chance at reliving the summer upon which all
summers were based, the summer we fell in love with eachother, and I leave her
the knowledge that she will always be with me and I will always be with her, no
matter where we go in life. I can' t leave her all the enriching experiences she has
left me with, so I'll leave her my eternal gratitude for those memories. Last, I
leave her a sly wink, a knowing smile from across the room, and a soft squeeze on
the shoulder. I love you, Nell. For everyone else, see my half-page.
I, Pari Zutshi, do hereby leave to Celeste- a smile for the rare times she lacks
one, to Tali- a pair of homemade pants and two more years of P.E. with Chris, to
Eithan- a hug and a real conversation, to Tory (future spice girl)- lots of hugs and
Moxy Fruvous when I get sick of them, to Kavi- two semesters!, to Crystal Y-Wa singing partner, and to my Artemy-baby- one last ride home. I leave Nicole no
classes before 10, to Nick and Tyson- the hot tub, and Sumon the Stud gets an
elevator key and all my cool Indian dance moves (use wisely). I leave Lis a
crazytime with Austrians, mastery of bass clef, and a student teacher who won ' t
hate her or me (heeheehee). And finally I leave Nick an Amoco card, dancing in
rain, a tree of independence and much thanks and love for being an amazing friend.

I, Jarrett Spiro, being of sound mind and crappy feet, do hereby will the following: to Tyson, I leave some strength so that he won't get pushed around as
much. To Rob Mills, I leave some laxatives. To Brian Chou, I leave an aerodynamic
haircut. To Phil, I leave my vertical to add to his own so that he can do a monster
windmill dunk. To Nick W. , I leave all the German I know, maybe he can find a
use for it. To the Basketball team, I leave the confidence to win. To the student
body, I leave my school spirit, so that all the sports teams (including Cross Country)
get the support they deserve. To everyone else, I leave the words that express a
high school students' outlook on life, 'Hard work pays off later, laziness pays off
NOW!'
I, Ryan Stoia: to Ajit, I leave what he's always wanted, be knows what I'm talkin'
about. Elan ' Nutso get the lunch table, an ' Tony gets the bead of the family. Ed
gets the same as Ajit. Matt an ' Tony get the japanese class, and Sensei gets some
headache relief. Chang gets hung up by his underwear, kicked in the crotch, and
sent on his way, Yang just gets kicked in the crotch, and Grossman gets a girl that
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Subbie

Year:

300 minute rule in effect. Bronowski films. Uni High's first subbie retreat (overnight). The trust drop flops in
Allerton. Revolution in the hallways. Megan's Party #1. Wysocki is interim principal. Quilt interview for
history. The conversion from grade school to versatile Uni student has begun. Mrs. Jockusch breaks projector.
Cutting Edge. Ms. Garrison's extra button. "Okay?" Mrs. Kaplan's expert chalk throwing. Alex Hobson
a.k.a. Marilyn Monroe. Pedro leaves sweaters everywhere. Subbie girls bball has 3 wins ...bean burrito. Sseleman
Cats. DKl 's wonderful music and the BAT in Uni gym. Peter, Brendan, and Alex get jumped at Molly and
Kirsten's Halloween Party. Adam goes to state for the 1st time. Suzie blisters her wrist on ravioli. Marcia
comes half way through the year. The Freshmen set a great example. Edwin beats up Baym and Eli. John F.
body slams Pavan into a bush. Emma's subbie prom. Oh Golly! Karl puts a hole in PKim's ceiling. Suzie and
Peter are king and queen of the Winter Formal. Le confiture de singe, le sac vulgar, La Vache Violette, and
Mme. Bond as a witch. Once Upon a Mattress. Suzie X Peter, John F. X Jill, Brendan X Zewde, Brendan X
Molly, 3(Brendan X Zewde), Kirsten X Derek, Sonya X Jonathan, Emma X Adam, Kirsten X Pavan, Karl X
Jean G.

Freshman Year:

We lose Cookie half way through the year, Jonathan, Diana, Derek, and Marcia. We get Nina, Jarrett, Nikkia,
Nils, Zhenya, Steve, and Doug. Quizzipoos and Peter K.imball. Fred Marx and "Hoop Dreams." PASS Periods. Am I Normal? Magic in the hallways. The guys stop cutting their hair. Shelley Roberts begins her reign.
Cows, flowcharts, and Deep Thoughts. Mr. Foreman is history and English sub. John: "Oh, Romeo. Oh shit!"
John gets a red card in soccer. "Sucks to your asmarr!" Uni field trips in bio, and an actual C.S. field trip to
Chicago. Emma is diagnosed with cancer. The toilet paper Winter Formal. Lock In with idiot from the other
school. Kate from Australia. Tardy Policy. Lunch Cart. Paul wears the purple dress. Boys II Men concert. The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. Big Show with Christine and her chips and toilet paper, Nina and Jeremy
seductively eating bananas. Cabaret. Rebecca X Chris, Amara X Nils, Sonya X Nils, Nina X Eli, Suzie X\
Grossman, Molly X Brendan, Katy L. X Brendan, Kirsten X Paul C., Zewde X Brendan, Christine K. X Alex
H., Ashley X Paul H., 2(Sonya X Sammy), Ursula X Peter F., Karl X Anna B.
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Sophomore Year:
We lose Eli, Sonya, Pavan, Emma, Nikkia, Nina, Papa Gila, and almost Edwin. We gain NO ONE. Uni High's
1st volleyball and baseball teams. Mrs. Fuller=> Mr. Zodhiates, his favorite topic, and the sheep. Gossip is
nobody's friend. New and Improved Pass Periods. Com Tea. Peter A. eats chalk in Geometry. Cross Country
Boys get 3rd in State. Petanque. Geometry Skits. Vivian's hair catches on fire and Laura gets a rope caught in
the fan. Megan's party #2. Jill gets run over by a Fisher Bunny. Nikkia doesn't show up at her surprise
goodbye party. PDA runs rampant. Bomberman. The Cheese Stands Alone in Florida (Go Paul!). Red-haired
Mr. Clayton is our chemistry student teacher. The Seniors win Exploravision. Zhenya X Anand, Zewde X
MikeS., Zewde X Shawn, Audrey M. X Nils, Molly X Dan T., Jill X Nils, Suzie X Matt, Christine M. X
Jason B., Kirsten X ChrisT., Paul H. X Ashley, Paul H. X Lis, Rebecca X Chris, Rebecca X Chrispy, Eric X
Lis, Karl X Hadas, Natalie L. X Pedro, Sara M. X Adam, Petanque X Alex H., Christine H. X Albert.

Junior Year:
We lose Feldman. We gain Adrienne, Sarah P., Nicola Dach and Linda Morford. Lock In #2. 75th ReUNion.
The Sock Hop with Captain Rat. First Outdoor Prom at the Crystal Lake Lake House. Girls B-ball has winning season and beats Oakwood in Regionals. Girls soccer kicks off. Boys and Girls Soccer, Basketball, and
Volleyball all win their first game in Regionals. Hormozd's Conspiracy. E-mail conspiracy. "War, Hunh!
What is it good for? Absolutely nuthin' .... Good god y'all!" Honked Off. Habitat trip to Sherard, Mississippi.
The Snowball Policy and Mr. B's commentary. The Other Guys. Hale-Bopp and Heaven's Gate. DMB concert. "No, you're wrong." That stupid tornado warning and that hour wait in the hall. Beer bottles in the
lounge. The TV show Big Show. The Pirates of Penzance. The Seniors win Exploravision. Nell X George,
3(Jill X Nils), Jill X John, Christine X Albert, Christine H. X Andy G., Christine M. X Jason B, Megan X
Mason, Audrey M. X Peter K., Zewde X Andre, Zewde X Shawn, Kirsten X Jeff K., Kirsten X Aaron, Sarah
X Thomas, Rebecca X Peter A., Zhenya X Alex Krasavin, Sarah P. X Matt Cho, Celeste X Chris L., Adrienne
X Chris L., 2(Molly X Matt), Molly X Dan T., Suzie X Paul G., Suzie X Matt, Jackie X Anand, Celeste X
Steve, Hadas X Karl, Ursula X Usama, Celeste X Brendan, Karl X Nicola.

Senior Year:
Detective David Smoot. Volleyball and Girls Basketball Regionals at Kenney. President Clinton sees us in CU and gets stuck in the mud. Al Gore gets enthusiastic. The Russian and Austrian visitors. The days of
handprints on the wall are over. Lounge closes: stereo gets "booted" and takes flight. The guys start cutting
their hair again. Our last Russian trip. Boys CC goes to State: Adam places 5th. The Memorial Bricks are laid.
Our Town. IPAN plays calypso music at Winter Party. El Nino. Megan's Party #3. Violent Femmes concert.
Habitat Trip #2 to Mississippi. SENIORITIS in a bad way. Lisa get us into college. IMPE night. We manage
to make our cheer understandable. Pari's Aquarius party gets visited by the police. Uni is #1 on the ACT. The
Titanic (for those of us who obsess about it). The Filth-o-meter. Iraq is at it again. OXFAM dinner. Toga day.
Senior class project. Shelley announces her resignation on April Fools. End of Seinfeld. Debates. Prom and
Graduation.Paul H. X Anna B., Zhenya X Peter F., Sarah X Thomas S., Sarah X Luke, John X Tia Carrerre,
2(Molly X Matt), Suzie X Brendan, 4(Jill X Nils), Nell X George, Jackie X Alex K., Jackie X Chrispy,
Celeste X Steve, Oksana X Karl, Christine M. X Jason B., Rebecca X Paul R., Christine H. X Albert,
Christine H. X Jason B.
\!.!!
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Congratufations, anagoo a [uck.._ ne~t year at
co{fege. We are proua ofyou.
(jooa [uc~
fJJo your 6est, ana
J!ave fun!
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Two down ...
one to go!
Love, EAM
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Congratulations,
thanks, and best
wishes to the
Class of 1998.
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(Because Tomorrow Never Dies...
... and Parents Are Forever !I
No limits. No Fears. No Substitutes.
Go For It!
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To fmish my will, Lis gets a shot for
WNBA, Tyson gets a hella-bomb-ass
drummer, Helen gets truckloads of hot
guys, and Luke Walczewski gets the
infamous Beef Crew bracelet. Carry on
the tradition of hardness, Luke. It's ok
to use the force, but stay away from
those steroids. They're a Bitch.
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Way to Go, John!
Mom, rJJat{, 9vfereditli, Peter, (jrandpa
Sliimon, Pua{ani, r.Bar6ara, fJJanng, l)(f./(pa,
Joe0 rJJana, Sue, fJJavic£ CI'om, Jeff, (jrandma
ifalirneTj 9vfe{issa, fJJar{ene, Craig, 2{andg,
9v{rzttliew, (jrandpa ifa/irner, Jeff Sfie{{e,
Lgnn, i£ric, 9vfadeune, 2{andaf0 r.Butzen.

Congrats C[ass of '98!

Please Register
and Vote
The League of Women Voters
P.O. Box 201
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 384-4478
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Mike

Maureen
Well, another year, another yearbook full of memories
to put on the shelf: a time capsule to your youth. To
Jill and Katy: A big 'ol thanks and cheers to the times
we all agreed on the same thing. Thank you Bob
Stanker for thy name has provided me with many a
laugh and a fun expression. My four comers: music,
my doggie, genuine experiences, and stars ... they make
my world go round. Pkim: some day that white stallion will appear to save us from tragedy before sunrise.
-MMM
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Beesley, stand up, and get the round of applause that
you truly deserve. You did a great job coming right in
after Mr. Smeltzerio, plus you made yearbook more
enjoyable. Thank you so much. - MMM
THANKS BEESLEY for everything (even letting me
illegally drink in the Mac Lab), we could have never
done all of this without you. Next year, the cover will
be a picture of you and me! -loveshack (UGH!!)
Beesley, thanks, again. It was fun working with you.
Don't ever wear green; I'll have to laugh. - Curly
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The 1997-98 Supplement is
Dedicated to: Dr. Shelley Roberts
This year's April Fool's Day was
n6 joke for one person at Uni. Our
prinicipal/director of four years,
Dr. Roberts, announced her resign~tion in a letter to U ni families
aqd faculty on April 1. She has
p\ftns to write a book about ethnic
education. Dr. Roberts will leave,
bqt her policies and improvments
to the school will serve as a constant reminder of her smiling face
in the hallways, and her tireless
work to make Uni a better place
for students and faculty alike. All
of Uni wishes Dr. Roberts farewell,
and that she have the best of luck
in whatever she pursues.

The Disorientation Picnic

Top left: The sunshine appears long
enough for a quick game of
basketball. Bottom left: Douglas
takes a break from the weiners.
Above: Beesely autographs the
masterpiece that took all year.

The last day of school
is the day that many
students anticipate for a
very long time, but unfortunately, this year,
the bright smiles on the
faces of Uni High students were the only rays
of light in the sky. But
even the rain couldn't
keep u~ from eating lots
of food and signing
yearbooks at Hessel
Park in grand tradition.
The picnic was followed by various parties and even more fatty
food.

-~

-~
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Big Show
Big Show, directed by Jeremy Hobson, Cyndra Lattimore and
Jack Monahan, drew huge crowds on the two nights it was
performed. It included hilarious skits, such as "Geekstas" (in
true Uni spirit), "Hey, Did You Ask Me a Question?" (a Mafia
game show), "M.C. Donalds" (McDonalds portrayed as a four
star restaurant) and numerous sophomore men attempting to
strip. When asked about how the production went, actor Alex
Tarr said, "I loved it." Derek Iversen, an audience member
said, "It was so funny that I laughed." The whole cast worked
long and hard on getting everything right, raising the largest
amount of money for the X-week charity.
Clockwise from left: Jack takes
his own approach to teaching in
the 90's; Jack cuts loose and
dances for the people; Beth takes
care of her devilish children,
Errol and Doug; WILKOMMEN
ZV MEIN WELT!!!!--The poor,
crying bum Peter gathers an audience with his guitar.

X-Week
X-week this year raised money for A Woman's Fund in Urbana. Activities for X-week included
the subbies' tape race and food sale, the frosh's penny race and cake walk, the sophomores' pie in
the face, the juniors' three-on-three basketball tourney, and the annual senior auction.
Some X-week highlights were:
The constant lunch action in Uni
Gym for the tournament, the sale
of numerous senior dates (one almost going to Mr. Derek Iversen)
and driving lessons with George
(going to ... Dr. Roberts!)
Clockwise from above: Mr.
Zodhiates, Miss Linder, and
Mrs. Morford cower before
the po wer of the pie;
Professor George awaits
his driving students; Ulric
and Matt get down and dirty
in 3-on-3 basketball; Joe
enthusiastically takes his
revenge on Mr. Kammerling
for all those hours of
history.... .
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The Foreigner
Top-left: Alex, Kendra,
and Jeremy are very
interested. Bottom-left:
Kendra and Chris
come
up
with
something to do on a
Sunday afternoon.
Right: Chris: "Haaya!"
"The Foreigner" was
played by senior Chris
Hutchens Aprill7-19.

Spring Musical Concert
The Spring Musical Concert was the culmination of this year's musical season for the entire Orchestra, Jazz
Band I, II and Chorus. With the exception of graduation, the concert, held in Smith Music Hall, provided
friends and family the final opportunity to hear all of the practice and hard work come together. The concert
went off without a hitch again this year under the outstanding direction of Rick Murphy.
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Clockwise from right: for only four
payments of $2.95, you can have this
wonderful mug and handcrafted
ornament too!!; Kyle hasn't realized
that she simply has to say "uncle" and
Henry will let her go; butts, butts, and
more butts; it was a close call, but the
photo finish declared the 'tank top"
man the winner; George and his
sidekick Eric in their natural habitat:
the jungle (watch out for that tree!); Mr.
Butler has found his calling: boogieing.
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Clockwise from top: the sweet scent of
freedom ever-so-near; the last supper;
Brendan laughs in the face of danger;
Merf and Doug are so shadey; everyone
seems to be enjoying themselves ... and
Amanda has shown a new, interesting
way of expressing oneself

.~
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Girl's and Boy's Track '98
This year's track team
worked hard for over five
months throughout the indoor season at the Armory (6
am practices) and outdoor
season at Urbana High to improve their times. State qualifiers included:boys 4X800
meter relay team, Jeff
Helfrich (1600m), Alexandra Zodhiates (1600m),
Joanna Cranston ( 1600m,
800m), and Ruth Miller
(800m). A new addition of
'The Douglass Club' boosted
team spirit and unity. The
team endured frequent long
runs, hill work-outs, team
picnics, ultimate frisbee
games and coach sponsored
breakfasts which got them
through the season. In the
words of the girl's team, "Uni
Hiiiigh for Liiiiiife!"

Clockwise from above: Celeste
protects the team tent; Nick the
cow jumps over the moon; Betsy
and Melissa: "Uni High Till I
Die. "; Sara leaps over a hurdle;
Meredith and Ariel chill in a
fountain with their subbie
friends, Joanna, Ruth, and
Alexandra, during a long run on
the last day of practice ; Dan
catches up on his sleep before
a meet; Phil throws the discus.

Baseball
The 1998 Uni baseball team had two new coaches, Head Coach Jim Foreman
and Assistant Ken Webb. Despite the atrocious weather conditions, poor
student interest, and poor facilities, the team hung together until the end. The
already small schedule was limited to 8 games against JV teams and they were
unable to participate in the IHSA post-season tornament. Uni's 1-7 record was
disapointting, but the twelve players stayed optimistic to the end. A year
ending barbeque was held outside of Ryan McCarthy's house where the team
ate bratwurst and talked about the season until a storm sent everyone home.
(t-b, l-r) John Berg
holds a runner at first;
Pedro catches a Uni
pitchers heat; Luke hits
the ball over the fence;
Dan Shapiro strikes out
another batter.

Girls Soccer

Under their new head coach, Mike May, the girls soccer team had a growing
season in the second year of girls soccer at Uni. Since there aren't that many
Class A girls soccer teams in the area, the girls had to play all the Class AA
schools like Central, Centennial, Urbana, and Normal U-High. Although they
did not win any games, and tied one against Mahomet, they played very well
together, and everyone improved greatly. The highlight of the season was a 31 loss to Danville at regionals where everyone really came together and played
with a lot of spirit. The girls hope to have an even better season next year.
(t-b, l-r) Megan
walks off the field
after a tough game;
Susan steals the
ball from a mean
opponent; Amara
makes
another
great sav; Nichole,
Janeki , Philippa,
Amanda, and Emily
relax
between
halves.
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Students Lend Helping Hands in Mississippi
For six days during Agora Week and Spring Break
this year, 18 students and four faculty members travelled to Farrell, Mississippi to work with Habitat
for Humanity. The group helped build three houses
for underprivileged people in the area.
Right: Top row (l-r): Jim Kaput, Molly Kaput, Christine
Manganaro, Amy Chew, Chris Butler, Amanda Taub, Dorothy
Jenkins, Lis Pollock, Dan Grossman, Vivian Rajeswaren, Philip
Zodhiates, Nate Mathews and Suzie Franki. Bottom Row: Jimmy
Green, Suzanne Linder, Megan Murphy, Peter Kim, Doug Mynatt,
Louis Robinson, Lian Alan, James Thomas, Emily Brothers,
Brendan Hanna-Holloway, Anna Skorupa and Laura Koritz.

Far Right: Christine
Manganaro and Amy
Chew fit pieces of
tile for the floor of a
new house. Right:
Lian Alan lays tile.

Uni Students--off to Russia!
This year, ten students, along
with Russian teacher, Maria
Wolkanowski, traveled to St.
Petersburg for three weeks to
see the sights, go to school, and
stay with host families. Despite
the cold temp and over-protective host mothers, all the students had a wonderful time
(and only one of the students
got arrested). In the words of
Nick Pelafas, "I love riding the
metro!!''
Top far left: Katie and Helen get
stared at by scary Russians.
Bottom far left: Tyson, Ursula,
and Maxim trudge through the
snow. Left: Becky, Rebecca,
Ursula, Tali, Helen, Katie, and
Jackie are the American girls.
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Senior Supper
After the last day of exams, while everyone else was
breathing a sigh of relief, the seniors returned to Uni for
the final time for the Senior Supper. The first floor hallway was decorated with balloons and there was plenty of
sparkling grape juice for everyone. While Mr. Murphy
gently played background music, the seniors were served
salad and pasta by the faculty. Mr. B made an especially
good waitress. The evening also included singing Happy
Birthday to Jason Bant and presenting Dr. Roberts with
her gift from the Class of 98. Before the evening was
over the seniors had also claimed their space on the lounge
wall.

Top left: Sarah. Zewde. Christine. and Jill drink their
fill: Mid-left: Cynthia, Ursie, Viv, Adrienne, Emily, and
Rebecca relax and their teachers do all the work: Bottomleft; Nils paints his handprint: Top Right; Jason smiles
for his Birthday: Right; Mr. Murphy makes beautiful
music.
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Prom '98: In the Still of the Night
:J.wuo't - ~Enio't
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Held for the first year at the Champaign Country Club, the
theme for Prom was "In the Still of the Night." Guests received
delicious goodies throughout the night, champagne glasses, and
key rings. Balloons spruced up the elegant ballroom, and "The
Generic DJ" spun songs by MC Hammer, En Vouge, Madonna,
Boys II Men, and Backstreet Boys. While the guests weren't
dancing to swing or salsa, they were doing the electric slide,
the running man, and other creative moves under the disco ball.
Everyone looked stunning and gorgeous, as though they were
at the Uni High Oscars.

Clockwise from the left: "googly-moogly" hands at
the Senior Supper; Sarah Pepin and Eric Hsieh
having a Ball while dancing for Charity; Mr. "Ray"
Carrubba caresses the donkey in his adorned vest
at the Spanish Club Salsa Dance; UN! Hleee til we
dieeee and track squad; the Murphy girls: curly,
moe, and Elizabeth at the 5- K.
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TO INFINITY AND BEYOND!
Even though their plans to toss their caps were thwarted by the University, the Class of 1998 graduated in style
Iris Chang, author of The Rape of Nanking, received the Max Beberman Distinguished Alumni Award and
delivered a stirring message of standing up for oneself. Dr. Roberts said her final goodbyes to th·e seniors and to
Uni. Selin and Mrs. Jockush relived some of the good ole times had by the class and Marylin Bant sent the
almost-alums "to INFINITY AND BEYOND!" Nils entreated his classmembers to greet everyone with a smile
and Mr. Carruba discussed the mating habbits of professors. Then fmally, filing one by one across the Tryon
Festival stage our beloved seniors received their long-awaited diplomas. Retreating with laughter to the lobby
the classmates took pictures, gave huggs, and enjoyed delicious little mints. I bet you can' wait for your tum!
Below: Emily, Ursula, Adri, and Megan don't look like they've
been partying for 48 hours but we know better. Far Below: Molly,
Joseph, and Pedro line up in the hall. Bottom Right: Rebecca, Sri,
Laura, Alex, Emily, and Cynthia crowd together for one last photo
before graduation. Right Middle: Nils, Jill, Jarrett, and Selin are
ecstatic at having graduated while Jason looks confused. Right:
Jackie, Pari, Adrienne, and Christine show off the girls changing
room in various states of undress, just what you've always wanted.
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